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The ol I market and the refining Industry In the Community: 
recent developments and prospects 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. lntroduct !on and conclusions 

1. This paper, with an accompanying analytical report, has been 
prepared following consultations with the Member States and 
representatives of the oil Industry In the Community. It is one of 
a series of reports by the Commission to the Counci I on the recent 
developments in and the outlook for the ol I market and the refining 
Industry In the Community, the last of which was drawn up In 1988 
(COM(88) 491). 

2. It summarizes the main findings to emerge from the analysis of the 
oil and refining Industries and sets out the resulting policy 
guldel lnes for Community action. 

3. The paper is intended to serve as a bas Is for a poI icy debate 
within the Council. Clarification of the objectives in this key 
area of energy supply wl 1 I undoubtedly make a valuable contribution 
to the wider debate on new energy pol icy guide I lnes for the 
Community which has already begun within the Commission. 

4. The conclusions drawn by the Commission from Its analysis of the 
energy and environmental Issues Involved are explained In this 
paper. 

5. Based on a "business as usual" projection, It Is estimated that oil 
wi I I continue to account for a maJor share- of the order of 45%
of the Community· s energy consumption up to 2000, a percentage 
which is higher than the 1995 target approved by the Counci I in 
1986. However, the Commission has proposed a number of measures and 
w i I I propose others whIch, when adopted, w i I I have the ef feet of 
reducing the Community's potential consumption of foss! I fuels and 
help I imit the level of co2 emissions. 

6. Given this state of affairs, the challenge facing the Community Is 
how to manage the situation successfully. To do this it will have 
to set itself three objectives, namely: 

to step up Its efforts with regard to the management of energy 
consumption, and.particularly oil consumption, in conjunction 
with the other main ol !-consuming countries; 
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to pursue an Internal oil strategy, comprising crisis 
mechanisms and security stocks (In I lalson with the lEA), 
coupled with an external strategy of cooperation with the ol 1-
produclng countries Including developing secure suppl les, where 
appropriate, through agreements with them on hydrocarbon 
developments and supply; 

to achieve an efficient and competitive oil Industry and a 
refining capacity enabling It to cope with unforeseen market 
Imbalances. 

The main measures to be deployed In order to attain these three 
obJectives are set out below. 

7. Measures related to the management of consumption should focus on 

avoiding the use of oil In power stations wherever possible, In 
keeping with Community legislation; 

stronger lncent lves for energy saving (regulatIons, tax 
measures, subsidies, technology) by putting forward proposals, 
where necessary, for action In non-energy sectors which have a 
direct Impact on energy (e.g. transport). 

These measures can be taken either at Community or at national 
level (examples: the Thermle and SAVE programmes, Insulation 
standards, tax abatements and subsidies), consistent with the 
principle of subsidiarity. 

8. The Internal and external ol I strategy consists In: 

Improving crisis mechanisms: In this regard, the Community's 
access ion to the I EA w I II I ncr ease our ab I I I ty to react to 
events. Discussions are also under way on Improving the 
security stock arrangements Introduced In 1968 and, lastly, a 
debate has been Initiated on how to ensure greater oil market 
stab II lty; 

strengthening the pol I tical framework of the cooperation 
strategy, particularly through efforts to promote producer
consumer dialogue, such as the technical discussions held by 
the lEA on 24-26 February 1992, closer ties with the GCC and 
the Implementation of the European Energy Charter; 

welcoming the new forms of cooperation within the Industry via 
cross-Investment In exploration and production on the one side 
and In refining and distribution on the other; 

pressing ahead with the I lberal lzatlon of the International ol I 
trade and Improving the operation of the world market, under 
the terms of the agreements reached within the lEA. 
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9. As regards the efficiency and competitiveness of the oil Industry 
In the Community, It should be noted that so far the Industry 
Itself has been able to develop the necessary technologies {e.g. 
conversion) and mob I I lze the Investment required to keep pace with 
the changing structure of demand. Given the need for adequate 
production capacity and the scale of the Investment that will be 
required In order, among other things, to comply with environmental 
regulations, If the Community wishes to maintain the 
competitiveness of this strategic Industry It wl I I have to 

promote better forecasting of trends In demand for ol 1 
products; 

strengthen the global approach to environmental Issues and 
continue to develop and employ more sophisticated methods of 
analysing the cost/benefit of proposed measures; 

Improve the predlctabl I lty of planned measures and phase them 
In so that the Industry can opt lmlze the programming of the 
necessary Investment; these concerns, already taken Into 
account In the formulat Jon of the Community strategy to limit 
co2 emissions, wl I I apply equally to the measures which need 
to be taken to Implement It, given the uncertainties that they 
would bring to demand and therefore Investment needs; 

examine, In due course, the scope for Incorporating refining 
technology In the Community programme for the development of 
energy technologies (Thermle); 

I nvo I ve the o I I Industry as far as poss I b I e and at the most 
appropriate time In the preparation of measures which affect 
lt. 

10. The Commission wl I I continue to hold regular talks with the Member 
States and the oil Industry with the aim of Identifying, where 
necessary, Community measures which would: 

help maintain a proper balance on the oil market and In the 
refining Industry In the Community wherever measures taken at 
Community level would be more effective, or which 

might prove necessary In order to guarantee the free movement 
of oil products on the Internal market, given the differences 
In the IndIrect taxatIon arrangements for petroleum products 
from one Member State to another. The harmonization of excise 
duties must therefore remain an obJective to be pursued. 
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B. The International context 

11. The main trends In the world ol I situation are: 

the Increase In world demand for oil from 1985 to 1990 after 
fal I lng during the period 1980-85; 

the fall In production In the main oil-consuming countries 
between 1985 and 1990, after the Increase during the period 
1980-85; 

OPEC's rising share of ol I production from 1985 compared with 
the per lod 1980-85, when there was a rapid decline In OPEC 
production levels. 

These trends look set to continue to the end of this decade and 
world demand for oil could therefore be up by 5 to 10 million 
barrels per day by 2000; these additional quantities would have to 
come chiefly from the OPEC countries. 

12. Prices In the first half of the 1980s reflected the Impact of the 
Increases In 1979, whl le the second half of the decade was 
characterized by much lower prices following the spectacular 
col lapse In 1986, combined with ample suppl les. 

The Gulf crisis saw price escalation combined with extreme 
volatl I tty due to fears of a major disruption of supply, which were 
more or less Intense at different stages of the crisis, with the 
exception of certain short-lived regional imbalances supply and 
demand were for the most part In equl 1 ibrlum. However, prices soon 
returned to their pre-crisis levels once these fears had subsided. 

13. The growth In demand also stimulated refining activity In the world 
during the second half of the 1980s, mitigating the problems of 
overcapacity and, In some countries, removing them altogether. 

c. The Community context 

Completing the Internal market 

14. The oil and petroleum products market Is Intrinsically competitive 
and therefore the completion of the Internal market Is unlikely to 
result In any major changes to the existing rules. 

However, a number of measures have been Initiated under the general 
heading of the Internal market (public contracts, standardization 
and approximation of Indirect taxation) or with specific reference 
to oil (bringing oil within the common commercial policy and 
looking at ways of Improving transparency and removing 
discrimination In the field of hydrocarbons exploration and 
product I on) . 
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15. The approach adopted on standardization and on the approximation of 
Indirect taxation enables the Member States to set more stringent 
environmental protection standards and higher taxes. The Commission 
wl 11 put forward further proposals If freedom of movement Is being 
restricted or If It becomes apparent that differences In standards 
or tax arrangements are affecting the functioning of the Internal 
market. 

16. Previous or planned developments relating to the completion of the 
Internal market are, by and large, unl lkely to have a major Impact 
on the demand for ol I In the Community. 

Environmental protection 

17. The generally growing concern In our society about environmental 
1 ssues 1 s acknow 1 edged by and has maJor raper cuss Ions on the o I I 
sector and refining activity; areas of concern Include the 
production and transport of ol I, the siting of refineries and the 
purity of ol I products placed on the market. These Issues were set 
out for the first time In a global way through the Commission 
CommunI cat I on to Counc I I on Energy and the EnvIronment [COM (89) 
369 final of 8 February 1990]. 

18. All of these concerns have placed and will cont lnue to place an 
Increasingly heavy burden on the oil Industry In general and on the 
refining Industry In particular, notably In the form of Investment 
In refinery production. In the recent talks the Industry urged the 
Commission to give earlier notice of planned measures relating to 
the environment In view of the considerable cost of the Investment 
and the tIme needed to put It In pI ace. The Industry a I so raIsed 
the matter of the cost-effectiveness of certain environmental 
measures. The Commission's recent adoption of the Community's Fifth 
Environmental Action Programme helps create a framework for medium 
and long term planning for Industry. 

19. On top of these traditional concerns there Is a further Issue which 
has a global Impact, namely the greenhouse effect caused by 
emissions of carbon dioxide and other gases. 

The Community Is committed to stabilizing co2 emissions at their 
1990 levels by 2000. The Commission has recently suggested the 
Introduction of a combined energy/C02 tax as a possible part of a 
global strategy. Other measures may also be considered, such as 
energy saving or restrictions on the use of certain fossil fuels 
and measures to encourage the use of renewable energy sources. 
It Is difficult to gauge at this point In time what Impact the 
strategy of controlling co2 emissions will have on the 
consumption of the various energy sources. The Commission will be 
contributing to this debate during 1992. 
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Security of energy suoply 

20. The ol I crises of the 1970s demonstrated the vulnerabl I lty of the 
Community's energy supply and Its structural dependence on Imports 
from third countries, which account for over two-thirds of Its ol I 
consumption. The energy pol Icy the Community has pursued since then 
has focused on the diversification of energy suppl les, with a view 
to striking a better balance between the energy products consumed 
and between the various countries from which they are obtained. 

In para! lei with this diversification, the Community and the other 
oil-consuming countr les have created mandatory reserve stocks of 
ol I and set up machinery for mutual assistance and crisis 
management, coordinated within the lEA. Certain measures were 
adopted under this mechanism during the recent Gulf crisis which 
helped to calm the market. 

21. In addition the Community supports the policy of cooperation with 
the oil-producing countries, as exemplified by the seminar co
sponsored by France and Venezuela on 1 and 2 July 1991 In Paris, 
the signing of the European Energy Charter on 16 December 1991 In 
The Hague and the technical discussions between producer and 
consumer countries organized by the lEA on 24-26 February 1992. 
Against this backdrop the Commission Is continuing Its negotiations 
for the conclusion of a free trade agreement with the countries of 
the GCC. 

This pol Icy of cooperation Is matched by cross-Investment activity 
by the Industry, both upstream and downstream, In the ol !-producing 
and consuming countries, which Is Intended to help Improve the 
operations of the International ol I market. 

22. Biomass fuels (I.e. substitute fuels produced from surplus 
agricultural crops) also have a contribution to make, albeit 
limited In terms of relative value, to the diversification of 
supply. Moreover, blofuels are a renewable energy source which Is 
neutral In terms of Its Impact on co2 emission levels 
(recycling). 

The Commission recently adopted a communication on the tax 
arrangements appl lcable to blofuels, proposing very substantial tax 
Incentives to promote their production. 
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D. The oil market and the refining IndustrY In the Community 

Recent developments 

23. Demand for oil has tended to reflect the trends on the world 
market, that Is to say declining during the period 1980-85 and 
picking up again subseQuently, although oil consumption In the 
Community In 1990 (530 ml I I len tonnes) was lower than In 1980. 

Trends In the various oil consumption sectors show a significant 
fall In the consumption of heavy fuel all In Industry and In 
electricity generation and a strong and fairly sustained Increase 
In the consumption of fuel for transport. 

24. Markets were tested through the Gulf crisis and were found to have 
worked efficiently (by absorbing price shifts), aided by new and 
Improved trading practices. The lEA Ministerial meeting of June 
1991 concluded that the unimpeded pass through of ol I price changes 
played an Important role In reducing overall demand and averting 
any sustained Imbalance In the supply of products. 

25. Average prices of crude Imported Into the Community have mirrored 
the fluctuations of world prices. 

Consumer prices of all products reflect the fluctuations on the 
European free markets. There are stl I I significant differences 
nonetheless, which are mainly due to the market structures and the 
rates of tax appl led by the Individual Member States. 

26. As regards the origin of crude all supplies, the 1980s saw a 
favourable trend In terms of the diversification of the Community's 
supply, with Imports from OPEC down to 50% of the total supply In 
1990 (from 75% In 1980). 

Attention should also be drawn to the even spread of supplies among 
the various exporting countries, with none of the main suppliers 
(Saudi Arabia, Iran and Libya) accounting for more than 10% of 
total suppl les In 1990. 

27. Net Imports of finished petroleum products (from third countries) 
stabl I lzed at a low level, representing about 3% of demand. 

Worries about massive Imports of finished products Into the 
Community from refineries In the oil-producing countries did not 
materialize, bearing out the Commission's assessment In previous 
analyses that an open Community market should be maintained. 
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28. As far as the refining Industry In the Community Is concerned, 
primary distillation capacity fell steadily between January 1980 
and January 1990, although the bulk of closures occurred before 
1986. A number of plants were upgraded or brought back on stream 
during 1990, which resulted In a slight Increase In capacity. At 
the beginning of 1991, making allowance for the additional capacity 
In the former German Democratic Republ lc, primary capacity In the 
Community was of the order of 600 ml I I lon tonnes per annum. 

There was a I so cons I derab I e growth In conversIon capacIty as fue I 
ol 1 consumption In the Community decl lned; conversion capacity was 
equivalent to 27% of primary capacity In 1990. 

Uti 1 lzatlon rates showed a gradual Improvement, with the Community 
average exceeding 80% In 1990; In some Member States the Industry 
Is operating close to maximum capacity. 

Refining activity, which was highly unprofitable In the first half 
of the 1980s, has started to become profitable again In recent 
years as the uti I lzatlon of aval lable capacity has Improved. 

Outlook to 2000 

29. According to the evaluation of the trend In demand on the basis of 
the 'business as usual· scenario the growth In the Community's of 1 
consumption Is expected to continue, but at a more moderate pace 
(under 1% a year) than during the period 1985-90. This estimate of 
demand makes a I I owance for an ant I c I pa ted sIgnIfIcant I ncr ease In 
the former German Democratic Republ lc's consumption of ol I due to 
the move away from I Ignite for certain appl !cations. 

30. The scenario for the refining Industry In the Community Indicates 
that the situation In 2000 will be very similar to that of 1990. 
However, this argument Is based on the assumption that most of the 
existing refining capacity In the eastern part of Germany wl 11 be 
maIntaIned and/or brought back on stream and that the ref 1 nery 
plant wl I I be upgraded to bring It up to the Community average. 

31. If demand In the CommunIty were to grow faster, th 1 s wou 1 d ra 1 se 
the question of a certain amount of growth In primary capacity, but 
the answer to that quest ion will depend on developments In the 
refining Industry throughout the continent of Europe, taking Into 
account the agreement on the EEA and closer relations with the 
countries of central and eastern Europe and the CIS, as wei 1 as the 
scope for Import lng fIn I shed products from producer countr les In 
North Africa or further afield. 
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32. In view of the continued lightening of the barrel In the Community, 
the Industry wl rr be required to continue to build up Its 
conversion capacity, while pursuing Its efforts to adapt In order 
to produce products to more stringent qual lty and purity standards. 

This will obi lge Industry to Invest heavl ly In plant, mainly for 
the production of lead-free petrol, which Is enjoying a rapid 
Increase In consumption, and low-sulphur gas ol Is and fuel ol Is. 

In addition to this Investment In Improved product quality, there 
Is also the Investment that will be needed In order to limit 
emissions at every stage of the manufacturing and marketing 
process. 

* * * 



SECTORIAL ANALYSIS 

THE OIL MARKET AND THE REFINING INDUSTRY IN THE COMMUNITY: 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS 

Introduction 

In the course of the 1980's, the Commission has periodically reported 
to Council on the oil market and refining Industry [COM(88) 491, 
COMC86) 263, COM(85) 32]. Since Its last report (1988), the world oil 
market has continued to mature (there being more market-related 
pricing), supply and demand have expanded and It has been tested by a 
period of Instability during the Gulf conflict. Over the same period, 
the Community has pursued the goal of creating a single market and 
developing further its environmental legislation. These developments 
have had an Important bearing on the Community's oil and product 
markets and are the Issues addressed In this technical report. 

In the preparation of this report, consultations were held with 
selected ol I companies, the Community's Petroleum Industry Association 
(EUROPIA) and Member State experts. 

The report Is structured as follows: 

A. WORLD SITUATION 

Markets & Refining 
Gulf Crisis 
World Outlook 

B. COMMUNITY SITUATION 

81 I nterna I Market 

82 EnvIronment 

Community Initiatives 
Industry Initiatives 

83 Market Developments 

Energy and 01 I Outlook to 2000 
Crude 0 I I Supp I I es 
Trade In Products 
Integration of Eastern Germany 

84 Refining 

Trends In Capacity and Uti 1 lzatlon 
Prof I tab I I I ty 

85 Industry Structure 
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A. WORLD SITUATION 

Markets and Refining 

World demand for crude ol I which had grown stead! ly since 1983 
continued to rise between 1988 and 1989 (up 1.7%) and then stagnated In 
1990 at 65.9 millions of barrels per day (mbd). The USA remains the 
world's largest consumer though Its ~roportlon of total world demand 
has fallen from around 30% In the 1970's to 26% In recent years. Demand 
In Asia and the Pacific excluding Japan together with Africa grew from 
below 11% of the world total to almost 15% over the same period. 
Demand In the USSR and Eastern Europe has been In slow but relatively 
steady dec! lne since 1980 and their combined share of world demand has 
been In marked dec! lne since 1982 (20%) to sl lghtly over 15% In 1990. 
Demand In the Community has remained steady at a little over 11 mbd 
(about 17% of world demand) since 1988. 

World supply of crude ol I grew from 64.7 mbd In 1988 to 66.9 mbd In 
1990. OPEC's volume Increased from 21.7 mbd to 25.1 mbd over the same 
period Increasing Its share of world production from 34% to almost 38% 
though stl I I a long way from Its historic maximum share of 54% In 1973. 
The Middle East registered the largest Increase, though production also 
grew In Latin America. US production, since Its peak In 1985, continued 
to decline In 1988, 1989 and 1990 and Is now est !mated a't 9.0 mbd. In 
the USSR where production reached a high of 12.6 mbd In 1988, output 
fell substantially In the two consecutive years to 11.5 mbd In 1990. 
Community production has fallen from over 3.1 mbd In 1985 to 2.4 mbd In 
1990. (See Table 1.) 

In the period from 1988 up to the Invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi forces In 
August 1990, prices oscillated around $16/bbl (barrel) within a $3 
margIn. ReachIng around $40 In September /October 1990, prIces were 
back at the end of 1991 around their pre-Gulf Crisis level 1 .e. around 
$18-19/bbl. 

There remain wide regional variations In the pattern of oil product 
consumptIon. Petro I represents between 40% and 45% of tot a 1 product 
consumption In the USA, whereas this proportion Is only 21% and 25% In 
Japan and Europe, respectIve I y. Converse I y, m I dd I e d 1st II 1 ates, 
consisting of Jet and heating kerosenes and gas and diesel ol Is, 
remain the largest product group In Europe and Japan (at 40% and 35%, 
respectIve I y). The steady dec I I ne In the over a I I consumpt 1 on 1 n fue 1 
ol I (to 1987) was halted and reversed most notably In Japan where more 
than expected quantities were used to generate electricity In 1988 and 
1989. 



Table 1 

World 011 SuPPly and pemand Balance 
(lnmbd) 

1980 

D E M A N D 

OECD 39.0 
USA 17.5 
Japan 5.0 
Europe 12* 12.1 

SUEE** 10.9 
USSR 8.9 

China 1.8 
Other Dev.countrles 11.0 

TOTAL WORLD DEMAND 62.7 

S U P P L Y 

OECD 15.0 
USA 10.2 
Europe 12* 1.9 

SUEE** 12.6 
USSR 12.1 

China 2.1 
Other Dev.Countrles 33.4 

of which OPEC*** 27.6 
Processing gains 0.8 

TOTAL WORLD SUPPLY 63.9 

Stock Changes and 
m I see I I aneous 1.2 

* ex-GDR data Included 
** Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 

*** Crude + NGL 

1985 

34.7 
16.0 
4.4 

10.5 
10.8 
9.0 
1.9 

12.7 

60.1 

17. 1 
10.5 

3.1 
12.4 
12.0 

2.5 
26.1 
17.6 

1 . 1 

59.2 

-0.9 

Sources OECD Statistics and Eurostat 

1988 

37.5 
17.5 
4.8 

11.1 
10.8 
8.9 
2.2 

14.3 

64.8 

16.7 
9.8 
2.9 

13.0 
12.6 

2.7 
31.0 
21.7 
1.3 

64.7 

-0.1 

1989 

37.8 
17.5 
5.0 

11 . 1 
10.6 
8.8 
2.4 

15.1 

65.9 

15.9 
9.2 
2.4 

12.7 
12.3 

2.8 
33.2 
23.7 
1.3 

65.9 

0.0 

1990 

37.9 
17.2 
5.2 

11.2 
10.0 
8.4 
2.3 

15.7 

65.9 

15.9 
9.0 
2.4 

11 .8 
11.5 
2.8 

35.1 
25.1 
1. 3 

66.9 

1.0 
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World refinery capacity, which had grown steadl ly and strongly through 
the 1970's (about 7% per annum) to almost 81 mbd In 1981 was forced 
Into a period of rational lsatlon In the 1980's as expectations In the 
growth of petroleum demand were not real lsed. The capacity cutback In 
the first half of the 1980's was particularly acute In the Community (-
38%) though was also significant In Japan, the US and Latin America. In 
the community the rate of capacity reduction slowed In the second half 
of the 1980's. In the Middle East and South East Asia additional 
capacity was brought on stream. (See Annex AS) 

Throughput followed a similar but by no means Identical pattern to 
capacity over the same period In that It Increased through the 1970's 
and fel I or stabl I lsed through the 1980's. Asia, Africa and the Middle 
East all witnessed Increased throughput In response to either growing 
domest lc demand (Asia and Afr lea) or export demand (Middle East). 
Utilisation rates have risen markedly In all OECD areas and are now 
above 85%. (Table 2) 

Conversion capacity (measured In Fluldlsed Catalytic Cracking 
equivalent) has continued to Increase through the decade reaching 20.62 
mbd In 1990. Capacity In North America, which represents more than half 
the world's total conversion capacity (excluding former centrally 
planned economies), expanded by 1.2 mbd representing over 40% of the 
world's growth In the second half of the 1980's. Europe, for Its part 
represents under 20% of the world's conversion capacity. (See Annex A8) 

The Gulf Crisis 

The Summer of 1990 witnessed the fifth postwar oil crisis (other crises 
Include (I) the Suez crisis 1956, (I I) the six day war 1967, (I I I) the 
Yom Kippur war 1973, (IV) the Iranian Revolut lon, followed by the 
opening of the Iran-Iraq war 1979-1981). The Invasion of Kuwait by 
Iraqi forces on 2 August 1990 very quickly shut off over 4 mbd of ol I 
to the rest of the world (about 7% of world demand). International 
efforts enforced the Isolation of the Iraq/kuwait market through a UN 
embargo (adopted within days of the Invasion) though very quickly the 
ol I shortfal I was mostly made up through, In particular, added suppl les 
from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Venezuela. Effectively, 
OPEC decided at the end of August to "Increase production In accordance 
with need". By the fourth quarter of 1990 the entire shortfall In 
suppl les from Iraq and Kuwait had been made up In Increased production 
elsewhere. Events from August 1990 to February 1991 also demonstrated 
the ability of the lEA and Industry to cope promptly and effectively 
with an Imminent ol I supply disruption. 

Since the mid 80's there has been a move to more market-related 
pricing which led to a certain level of lnstabl I lty In prices. 
Uncertainty In the movement of prices motivated traders to seek hedging 
opportunities. As withal I other commodity markets, this demand was met 
by futures markets (trading In standardised lots of a precisely defined 
product In specified future months on a recognised bourse) and forward 
markets (a more Informal off-exchange version). 

The Gulf war coincided with this more market-oriented oil world and 
represented the first opportunity to test the relatively new 
Instruments at the market's disposal. 
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Table 2 

OECD Refinery Throughput and Uti llsatlon 1988-1990 

Gross Input to Crude( 1
) Utilisation Rate(Z) 

Distl I latlon Units (per cent) 
(thousand barrels/days) 

1988 1989 1990 1988 1989 1990 

us 13447 13551 13610 84.4 86.3 87.1 
Canada 1603 1659 1700 84.1 86.9 87.6 
France 1516 1516 1527 80.4 85.4 89.1 
Germany( 3

) 1508 1413 1530 88.0 88.4 96.4 
Italy 1689 1720 1841 69.6 73.2 79.0 
Spain 961 1013 1026 76.9 80.7 81.4 
UK 1702 1748 1766 92.8 95.0 95.1 

OECD Europe( 3
) 10890 10962 11359 78.2 80.3 83.9 

Japan 2963 3149 3437 71.1 76.9 83.9 
Australasia 599 612 628 83.1 82.0 83.2 

Total OECD 29502 29933 30734 80.6 82.9 85.5 

(1) Gross input Includes reported or estimated non-crude Inputs to distillation units. 
(z) Utilisation rote is based on reported or estimated overage distillation capacity per calendar day, not enG-year capacity. 
( 3) Exc I udes eos tern Germany. 

Note: Since the basis for the colculotlon of utilisation rates varies from one country to another (especially In the estimation of 
volumetric gross Inputs), international comparisons ore at best Indicative. For exomple, If US distillation copocity were to be 
expressed on the same basis as for other OECD countries, the utilisation rote In 1990 would be 91.6 per cent, not 87.1 per cent 
as shown above. 
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Price Increases In crude oil, already seen In the 10 to 20 days prior 
to 2 August, steepened sharply as the world learned of the Invasion. 
Dated Brent, a marker price for a wide range of crudes moved from below 
$20/bbl on 1 August to $30/bbl on 7 August. From this point on, untl I 
the military Initiative was taken to retake Kuwait by force In the 
second ha 1 f of January 1991, the prIce of crude o I I cou I d best be 
described as volatl le. By way of I I lustratlon, the price of dated Brent 
peaked at $41 .33/bbl on 28 September 1990, dropped momentarl ly to 
$27/bbl on 22 October only to rebound to $36/bbl a week later. 

All product prices rose sharply more or less In paral lei with crude oil 
prices and remained volatile throughout the crisis period. Further, 
Kuwait's export-oriented refineries, with an output of about 0.75 mbd, 
were unable to supply their traditional markets In South East Asia and 
the Far East. These refineries will take some time to come back on 
stream given the damage Inflicted during the conflict. Also, In August 
there was a temporary demand upsurge loca II y around the Gu If as a 
result of ml I ltary operations. 

Differentials (crude to product prices) along with differentials 
between crude oils, between products and between market locat ton also 
fluctuated throughout the crisis. In particular, Jet kerosene prices 
moved markedly out of I lne of what would normally be considered to be 
Its price band relative to other ol I products. (See Annex B11) 

At the beginning of the crisis, stocks in OECD countries were very high 
by historical standards and adequate for alI main products. This 
situation also held true for the Community. (See Annex B12) 

Only the US opted for a stock release early In the conflict. In fact, 
the decision to release a tiny proportion of the Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve (SPR) In I ate September must be cons I dared as a test of the 
system rather than a genuine stock release. The decision was made to 
authorise the release of 5 mlo bbl out of the 590 mlo bbl SPR and In 
fact actually resulted In putting only 4 mlo bbl onto the market In 
early October. 

A deadl lne of 15 January 1991 was set by the UN for the withdrawal of 
Iraqi forces from Kuwait. Within this framework, on 11 January the 
Governing Board of the lEA drew up a contingency plan. The plan was to 
make available 2.5 mbd of oil with emphasis on stockdraw for four 
fifths of the response. The other fifth consisted of demand restraint 
and fuel switching. 
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At the commencement of the military Initiative to retake Kuwait on 
17 January, the lEA notified members that the contingency plan was 
effected. Denmark, Germany and the Nether lands offered oil to the 
market from security stocks, France reduced company stockholding 
requirements and the UK made arrangements with private companies for 
o I I to be made ava I I ab I e to the market. Outs I de the Member States of 
the Community, the US and Japan offered oil to the market and reduced 
company stockholding obi igat ions, respectively. In the US just over 17 
mlo bbl were taken up out of the 34 mlo bbl made available from the 
SPR. More I lmlted quantities were taken up In Denmark, Germany and the 
Nether I ands. In any event, the successfu I m I I I tary InItIative of 17 
January saw prIces fall from around $30/bbl to $20/bbl returning the 
world to the pre-crisis price levels thus reducing the interest of 
companies to take up the offer of purchasing government-controlled 
stocks. 

I 

A number of studies were cal led for both during and after the confl let 
to see 1 f the markets operated properly and to Invest I gate whether 
market instruments relatively new to the ol I market (Including forward, 
paper and futures markets) had Introduced distortions. Deciphering 
market signals, even ex post facto, Is not always a precise science 
consequently It Is not surprising that there have been differences of 
view expressed. 

The generally accepted view shared by a consultant engaged by the 
Commission to study "The Operations of the Market" and the lEA was that 
the Industry had adapted quickly to the crisis, the markets had worked 
efficiently and that those operating In the market had been aided by 
new and Improved trading practices. 

The lEA Ministerial Communique of June 1991 went on to state that the 
unimpeded pass through of oil price changes had played an Important 
role In reducing overall demand and In averting Imbalances In the 
supply of products and to under! lne the value of efficiently operating 
markets In emergency response. 

World Outlook uP to 2000 

Over the next ten years, with world economic activity expected to 
increase at about 2% to 3% per annum and ol I prices fluctuating around 
$21/bbl (In 1990 dollars), world oil demand Is expected to grow by up 
to 1.5% a year. There Is expected to be considerable regional variation 
In this development with no or negative oil demand growth In the US, 
modest growth In Western Europe and strong growth In the Far East and 
certain LDC's. This Implies that world demand could Increase by 5 
to 10 mbd by the year 2000. 

It Is this scenario, coupled with an assumption that non-OPEC sources 
would only make a modest contribution to this Increased demand (US and 
USSR production are predicted to continue falling), that leads most 
ana I ysts to cone I ude that an IncreasIng volume and share wou 1 d be 
contributed by OPEC. 
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B. COMMUNITY SITUATION 

8.1. THE INTERNAL MARKET 

Greater integration and an energy policy based on an Internal energy 
market free from barriers to trade were adopted as principles by 
Council In 1986. An inventory to obstacles to achieving an Internal 
energy market was publ lshed by the Commission In May 1988 [COM(88) 238 
final] and In the light of Council discussion on that document, the 
Council was able to reaffirm that "The creation of a more fully 
integrated market in the energy field Is of fundamental Importance for 
the Community's future". In the case of the oil market, the level of 
integration Is more fully developed than In the case of electricity or 
gas. For example, regulations concerning price transparency were 
already in place prior to the single market Initiative being launched. 
Nevertheless, there have been developments with regard to taxation, 
standardisation (In particular with regard to environmentally motivated 
measures) and the dismantling of monopolies, procurement rules in the 
E/P sector and the Integration of oi I In the Common Commercial Pol Icy. 

The Commission drew up a number of proposals for Directives on the 
harmonisation of excise duty rates on mineral oils giving rise to 
comments from both Member States and professional bodies. An agreement 
was made at the ECOFIN Councl I of June 1991. Minimum rates were fixed 
and wi I I have to be implemented as from 1 January 1993. These rates are 
about ECU 337 per 1000 lltres for leaded petrol, ECU 287 for lead-free 
petrol, ECU 245 for motor gas oil (diesel), ECU 0 for heat lng gas oil 
and ECU 13 per tonne for the heavy fuel ol I. The Commission's proposal 
for a directive on excise rates will be amended to reflect this 
agreement. Legal adoption Is expected In the near future. (See 
Annex C2) 

They are a I ready In force In most Member States. The agreement I eaves 
latitude to Increase taxation which In turn could aggravate the 
existing disparities at the price level to consumers and distort 
competition. 

The Directives deal lng with mineral ol Is were examined by the Councl I. 
In order to avoid any artificial (legal but dlstortlve) or fraudulent 
transactions, the proposed Directive on detention and the movement of 
products subject to excise duty which lays down provisions to ensure 
that the transactions are bona-fide and that the appropriate excise 
duty had been paid was agreed by Council (92/12/EEC). The proposed 
Directive on harmonisation of the structures of excise duties remains 
under discussion In Councl I. 
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These two DIrect 1 ves (one proposed, one adopted) were, In pr Inc I pIe, 
welcomed by professional bodies. However, they hold that they do not go 
far enough In preventing artificial or fraudulent transactions. Until 
there Is complete harmonisation of excise duties for petroleum 
products, especially domestic heating ol 1, the risk of fraud remains. 

At the ECOFIN Council of June 1991, It was decided that as from 1 
January 1993, petroleum products will be subJected to the normal VAT 
rate which will be equal to or higher than 15%. For natural gas and 
electricity, Member States wl II be able to implement a VAT rate equal 
to or higher than 5%, subject to a favourable opinion of the 
Commission, taking account the need to avoid distortions of 
competition. (See Annex C3) 

Currently many Member States apply a normal rate for motor fuels 
(petrol- motor gas oil/diesel) and a reduced rate for heating fuels 
(heating gas oil and heavy fuel oil). 

On 19 February 1992, the Commission made a proposal to substantially 
reduce excise duties on motor fuels of an agricultural origin. The 
benefit of reduced excise Is designed to assist agriculture, by 
extending Its range of outlets and contribute to the Community's energy 
and environmental objectives. AI I blo-fuels would be covered Including 
ethanol, methanol and their blo-derlvatlves as well as di-ester and 
vegetable ol Is for incorporation with or substitution of diesel. 

On standardlsat ion In the Energy sector, the Commlss Jon wi II soon 
submit to Counci I ~separate Communication. It under! ines that the "New 
Approach" adopted by Council In 1985 reduces the legislative burden by 
requiring Community legislation (in particular under Article 100a of 
the Treaty) when there is need for safety or environmental reasons 
(this was the case with regard to lead content in petrol and sulphur 
content In gas oil). As a result a great deal of harmonisation of 
standards Is made possible without recourse to law. 

Article 37 of the Treaty and corresponding Articles of the Accession 
Treaties deal with the adjustment of exclusive rights as a result of 
monopo I y power. In the case of SpaIn, the process of I i bera II sing the 
market began In 1986 and was completed In 1991. As far as Portugal Is 
concerned, the dismantling of the monopoly Is also fully realised. In 
January 1992, Greece adopted a law which created a more I iberal 
approach to the oi I market relating particularly to product pricing. As 
far as compulsory storage is concerned, there have been certain changes 
and these are under examination by the Commission. 

A major step forward was made wl th the adopt I on of Counc II DirectIve 
90/531/EEC on procurement procedures for entitles in the water, energy, 
transport and telecommunications sectors. It makes provision to remove 
discriminatory procurement practices of publ lc or entrusted 
undertakings In, inter alia, the energy sector. The Commission recently 
adopted a proposal for a Council Directive which alms to introduce 
greater transparency and eliminate discrimination In the granting of 
authorisations for the exploration and production of oi I and gas. 
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On 19 December 1991 , Counc I 1 adopted an amendment to the Regu I at I on 
establ lshlng a common export regime. This amendment has the effect of 
Introducing oil Into the common export regime, except under defined 
circumstances In accordance with Member State obligations within the 
framework of the lEA. Council Is currently examining the proposal to 
withdraw the remaining national quantitative restrictions on 
hydrocarbons by placing them In the Common Import Regime [Reg. CEEC) 
w 288/82]. 

In the same vein, Councl I also adopted on 25 February 1991 common rules 
of or lgln for those petroleum products Imported from non-preferent Ia I 
third countries and Is expected to adopt In the course of 1992 common 
rules of origin for products Imported from those countries with whom 
the Community has a preferential arrangement. 
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8.2. ENVIRONMENT 

Environmental concerns and ensuing legislation have both a direct and 
Indirect Impact on the oil market and the refining Industry. In 
consultations with the Commission services, with a view to preparing 
this report, the oil/refining Industry made clear that It shared the 
concerns over the need to protect and Improve the fabric of the 
environment and would continue to play a ful I and active role to this 
end, but to do so effectively and In a way which made the best possible 
use of resources (particularly where legislative measures directly 
impact major Investment decisions In the refining sector), it seeks 
consultation In the framing of legislation and particularly 
predlctabl 1 lty (and programming) In Its appl !cation. 

This section of the paper Is divided Into two parts. The first 
(Community Initiatives) outlines the principal measures (both adopted 
and under consideration) on the environment which have or would have an 
impact upon the ol I market and refining industry. The second sets out 
Initiatives adopted by the Industry Itself. 

Community Initiatives 

Exlsltlng environmental legislation directly Impacts upon the 
production and transportation of crude ol I and Its products as wei I as 
product qual lty, emissions from the manufacture or use of ol I products 
and siting refineries. Further measures are under consideration. The 
major Initiatives are discussed below, as follows: 

lead In petrol 
sulphur content In gas ol I 
large combustion plants 
technical rules and standards 
BATNEEC 
voc 
French Memorandum 
Eco-Audlt 
Motor-Fuels 
C02 

Directive on lead In petrol 

Councl I Directive 85/210/EEC really created the legal framework for the 
development of lead-free petrol and In the long term the disappearance 
of petrol with lead. The choice selected was lead-free petrol having a 
Motor Octane Number of 85.0 and Research Octane Number of 95.0 measured 
at the pump. Moreover, the Directive stipulates that all petrels may 
contain a maximum of 5% benzene. 

The critical choice of the octane numbers for unleaded petrol emerged 
as a result of in-depth discussions between the industries concerned 
(refining and automotive) In the framework of ERGA (Environmental 
Regulation In a Global Approach). 
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Because of the tax Incentives for lead-free petrol and taking account 
of the dates of their entry Into force at the national level, the lead
free petrol market developed In a differentiated way. The market shares 
of lead-free petrol (to the total petrol market) are 25% In Belgium, 
70% In Germany, 60% In Denmark, 20% In France, currently Increasing In 
Greece, 20% In Ireland, 7% In Italy, 30% In Luxembourg, 50% In the 
Netherlands, 2% In Portugal and In Spain and 40% in the United Kingdom. 
These shares consist of Eurograde (85/95) and the other unleaded 
regular and unleaded premium (88/98) each of which Is marketed In some 
Member States. The unleaded premium (88/98) Is marketed on a voluntary 
basis by oil companies In Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg and 
United Kingdom. This grade, offered In general at a lower price than 
the leaded premium Is attractive to consumers having cars tuned for 
leaded premium. 

From 1 January 1993 alI new cars registered in the Community wl I I have 
to be equipped with 3 way catalytic converters with the mandatory use 
of unleaded petrol. This wl I I create an additional demand for unleaded 
petrol of about 8 to 10% per year. 

Sulphur content of gas ol I 

Councl I Directive 87/219/EEC fixes a maximum sulphur content of 0.3% In 
diesel fuel and heat lng gas oil with the possibility for the Member 
States setting a lower value of 0.2%. These values entered In force 1 
January 1989. Industry had to Invest In units of desulphurlsatlon to 
further reduce the sulphur content from previous values of 0.5% or 
0.3%. Currently, five Member States set the low value (0.2%) B, D, OK, 
L, NL, the others being at 0.3%. 

The choice between 0.3% and 0.2% sulphur In gas ol I was the result In 
the mid-eighties of the concern for the protection of the environment 
which was more acute In the Northern than the Southern part of the 
Community. This compromise raises questions over trade between Member 
States at 0.3% and 0.2% sulphur In gas ol I. 

In June 1991, the Commission adopted a proposal which sets a common 
value for the maximum content of sulphur In heating gas ol I at 0.2% and 
0.05% for diesel fuel. Council reached a common position on this 
proposal on 26 March 1992. 

Directive on the large combustion plants 

Council Directive 88/609/EEC limiting the polluting emissions of the 
large combustion plants has an Impact on refineries. Large combustion 
plants are defined as having a capacity higher than 50 MWth. All 
Community refineries fall within the field of application of this 
Directive. The pollutants concerned are so2 , NOx and dust. Within the 
framework of the reductions which are different depending on the Member 
States, National Authorities are drawing up programmes of regulations 
necessary to conform to the object lves on the three categor les of 
po I I uta n t s . 

The adoption by the Council of this Directive took several years of 
discussions and negotiations resulting In so2 and NOx reduction 
targets different amongst Member States. For so2 emissions, for 
instance, reduction targets between 1980 and 2003 vary from 70% to 34%. 
Since they are global reduction targets, the Implementation Is left to 
the Member States who can choose more severe abatements for given 
Industry sectors and less stringent ones for other sectors. 
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Technical Rules and Standards 

The Councl 1 Directive 83/189/EEC reQuires the notification to the 
Commission by Member States of alI measures envisaged In the field of 
Technical Rules and Standards. This procedure enables the Commission 
to Inform the Member States concerned that they may adopt the proposed 
measures or to apply a 9 month standstill (preventing the adoption of 
the national measures envisaged) giving time to the Commission to 
propose a draft directive for application In the Community on the 
subJect concerned. This directive Is horizontal but has been very 
useful for the oil sector In general and for Its refined products 
sector In particular. 

BATNEEC 

In the framework of Council Directive 84/360/EEC aimed at preventing or 
reducing air pol Iutton from Industrial sources, the Commission set up 
working groups of experts to examine various Industry sectors. Such a 
group of experts was formed to look at the Best Available Technologies 
Not Exceeding Excessive Costs (BATNEEC), for the refining Industry. 

Work was completed In July 1991 as a Technical Note Intended to be used 
by the authorities competent for the Issue of permits, by the Industry 
and by the Commission as a source of lnformat ion on air pollution 
reduction measures for the refining Industry. This Technical Note 
considers the Best Aval !able Technologies for specific functions 
(Sulphur recovery units, Fluid Catalytic Cracking, Coke plants, .... ) as 
well as for the refineries as a whole (bubble concept). The oil 
Industry participated actively In the drafting of this Technical Note. 

Evaporation losses of volatl le organic compounds (VOC) 

At the t lme of storage, manlpulat ion and transfer 
products there are evaporation losses of certain 
compounds (VOC). These are particularly Important 
petrol. 

of the petroleum 
volatl le organic 
In the case of 

As prescribed by Directive 83/189/EEC, a Member State has already 
notified to the Commission Its Intention to establIsh, on Its 
territory, control measures on the evaporation losses of VOC. 

It Is estimated that voc emissions due to human activities are of the 
order of 10 mlo t/year for the Community. The evaporation losses of VOC 
of petrol during their storage, fl I I lng the means of transport 
(lorries, ral 1 tankers, barges and boats) and filling storage tanks of 
the service station are estimated to be about 5% of this l.e.0.5 
mlo t/year. Control I lng these losses by a whole series of measures Is 
cal led "Stage 1". The services of the Commission are preparing a draft 
Directive on Stage 1. The losses occurring at the time of fll I lng car 
petrol tanks are smaller, about 2% or 0.2 mlo t. Controlling these 
losses can be carried out at the level of a service station (known as 
"Stage II"), or by means of canisters with activated carbon Installed 
In the cars. 
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It Is too early In the current discussions at the experts' level to 
quantify the costs of these measures exactly. At this stage, It may be 
noted that according to the degree of severity of the coQtrol measures 
adopted by the Commission In Its proposals for a Directive to the 
councl 1, the Investments necessary for the Implementation of the 
measures for the Stage I will be approximately $0.9 billion 
(ECU 0.75 bl Ilion) If costs for changing from top to bottom loading are 
excluded and for Stage II, $1.6 bl I I ton (ECU 1.4 btl I lon). 

French memorandum 

In 1990, the French authorities submitted to the Council and the 
Commission a memorandum relating to the reduction of sulphur emissions 
due to the production and use of petroleum products. This memorandum 
alms at the reduction of S02 emissions by a "complete and 
Inseparable .. number of measures. These cover old and new combustion 
plants not Including refineries, refineries themselves. the burning of 
heavy fuel, middle distillates (marine gas oil. diesel fuel heating 
gas ol I), and bunkers. The anticipated effect of the measures proposed 
In the French memorandum would be reduct Ions of so2 emissions from 
the oil chain of 0.6 mlo t/year In the year 2000. The consequences for 
the oil Industry would be considerable. National experts and Industry, 
assisted by a consulting firm, are studying these measures and their 
Implications at the technical and economic level. This vast study 
should be finished by mld-1992. Its results and the evaluation by the 
Commission of the environmental effects and benefits will form the 
bases for decisions concerning possible further proposals. 

Eco-Aud It Scheme 

The Commission has approved a draft Regulation establ lshlng a Community 
ECO-Audlt Scheme for all Industrial sectors. Companies will be given 
the choice to participate In such a scheme and If they choose to do so, 
to take and submit to certain auditing measures. 



Further work on Motor-Fuels 

Community legislation on the polluting discharges emitted by motor 
vehicles (cars, vans, heavy lorries), goes back to 1970 and since then 
has been the subject of numerous amending Directives. During these last 
years, the process accelerated, Imposed stricter emission limits (CO, 
HC, NOx, particulates) and brought forward the dates of Implementation. 

In this context, the subject of quality of fuels, petrol and diesel, 
has been studied to see how Improvement of their qual lty could 
contribute to a reduction In the pol luting emissions of motor vehicles. 
A specific example Is the Commission proposal for a Directive referred 
to above which, by fixing the sulphur content of the diesel fuel at 
0.05% (as opposed 0.2% or 0.3%), makes It possible to lower the levels 
of particulates emitted by the heavy lorry by about 12 to 15%. 
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The Commission recently requested the two European associations, 
EUROPIA and ACEA (the European motor manufacturers' association) to 
start work on this matter, along with the Commission, without delay. 
For given limits of polluting emissions, It Is advlsabl'e to find the 
optimum solutions, In terms of cost/benefit, I.e. what modifications to 
fue 1 s and/or eng 1 nes wou I d mIn I mIse the cost to the consumer, In 
particular, and the economy In general. This work should be completed 
by mld-1992. 

Within this framework, US regulations adopted under the Clean Air Act 
wl 11 also be studied to see whether the Act could serve as a model, and 
If so, In which form within Community legislation. A brief description 
of the 1990 Clean Air Act Is given In Annex 01. 

After the agreement by Council (Joint meeting of Energy and Environment 
Ministers of 29 October 1990) to stabilise C02 emissions In the 
Community by the year 2000 at a their level of 1990, the Commission 
devoted Itself to a detailed examination of the measures that It 
considers necessary to achieve this objective. A first paper was the 
subject of a Communication to the Council [SEC (91) 1744 final on 15 
October 1991] where It was suggested that a series of measures 
Including Increased energy saving and Improvements In energy efficiency 
should be complemented by a tax based on carbon (fossil fuels) and 
energy contents as wei 1 as complementary national measures. The amount 
of such a tax would be equivalent to $10 per barrel of oil (for which 
the energy part would not surpass 50%). As envisaged In the paper, It 
would be Introduced on 1 January 1993 at the level of $3 per barrel and 
would be Increased by $1 per barrel each year to the year 2000. 

The Energy/EnvIronment Counc I I on 13 December 1991 and the Ecof In 
Councl I on 16 December 1991 examined the Commission Communication and 
asked the Commission to continue Its preparatory work on a Community 
strategy to enable the Council to decide by May 1992 and Invited the 
Commission to put forward specific proposals. 

The Oil Industry Committee on the Environment, Health and Safety 
CCONCAWE) along with some Individual ol I companies have estimated the 
magnitude of the refinery Investments required to meet Community 
environmental requirements. These datal Is are set out In Table 3. 

Initiatives taken bv the 011 Industry 

In a·ddltlon to measures taken or proposed by the Community, Initiatives 
have been vo I untar I I y adopted by the o i I Industry In order to 
contribute to the Community's policy on the environment through the 
adoption of a general code of conduct and the financing of a study 
concerning ol I spl I Is In the Mediterranean Sea. 
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Table 3(a) 

Investment estimates for current Environmental measures 

Measures Investments 
billions ecu 

Reduction of sulphur level In heating gas oil (0.1%) 5 - 7 
and diesel fuel (0.05%) 

Reduct ton of hydrocarbons (VOC) emissions by 0.74- 0.75 
Stage I * 

Reduct l,on of sulphur level In fuel oil and bunkers 9 - 10 
(French Memorandum proposal) 

Total 14.74- 17.75 

Source: COncawe, oil companies, Consultant 

* Costs for changing from top to bottom loading excluded 

* 

Table 3(b) 

Possible measures mentioned by National and/or European Bodies 
- Investment Estimates by Industry* 

Measures Investments 
billions ecu 

Reduction of hydrocarbons (VOC) emissions 1. 36 - 1. 45 
Stage II 

Lowering of aromatics (10%) and sulphur (0.02%) 26 
levels In diesel fuel 

Increase of cetane Index (52) In diesel fuel 2 - 5 

Lowering of final distillation point of diesel fuel 2.5 
(340"C max at 95%) 

Lowering of sulphur level In gasoline (0.05%) 2.5 

Lowering of volatl I lty of gasoline by 1 psi 0.3 

Lower lng of benzene level In gasoline ( 1%) 1.7 

Total 36.4 - 39.5 

Estimates presented to the services of the Commission by selected 
0 I I CompanIes 
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1. Code of conduct 
In Its Communication to the Council on Energy and Environment, the 
Commission expressed the view that the various energy' sectors, oil, 
gas, coal. electricity producers, should establIsh their own codes of 
conduct In the framework of environment protection to which member 
companies shal 1 pledge compl lance. For the ol I sector, EUROPIA and E&P 
Forum adopted codes of conduct which reflect the concerns of Industry 
In preserving the environment. 

The principles expressed In these codes of conduct mark an Important 
change In the way environmental Issues are dealt with within oil 
companies. These principles represent an external commitment which 
would be verifiable by the outside world. The Commission appreciates 
this reaction of the ol 1 Industry. 

2. 0 I I Sp I I Is 
011 pollution Is one of the priority concerns and although practical 
measures have been taken to reduce the risks of tanker collisions and 
groundings, there have been a number of serious Incidents In recent 
years with large amounts of oil being spilled. Whereas contingency 
planning for the Atlantic and North Sea Is already established, the 
threat of potential oil spills In the Uedlterranean Sea and the grave 
consequences this may have on marine life and for the population and 
the economics of neighbouring countries have been a major concern which 
requires the same attention. EUROPIA has recognised the need for a 
review of the existing preparedness and response capabl I tty to handle 
oil spills so that there Is a structured approach to cont lngency 
planning by government and Industry. EUROPIA, In the fall of 1990, 
requested the International Petroleum Industry Environmental 
Conservation Association (IPIECA) Oil Spill Working Group to establIsh 
a Task Force to carry out the following for the ~edlterranean: 

Prepare an Inventory of the current and anticipated future movement 
of crude oil and petroleum products; 
Prepare a compl latlon of existing equipment capabl 1 I ties and 
related plans; 
Prepare a summary of national government policies and agencies 
which will describe the role foreseen by government, Industry and 
others In the event of an ol I pollution Incident; 
Establish who Is doing what already, on planning future activity 
(to avoid dupl lcatlon); 
Define credible scenarios; 
Assess existing state of preparedness and response; 
Develop recommendations on enhancement options with the emphasis on 
Technical Content of such Recommendations; 
Prepare a full report and a document suitable for review by senior 
management. 



The assessment of existing response capabl I I ties both of Industry and 
governments In the Mediterranean sea has been completed. Conclusions 
and recommendations are currently developed for review by senior oil 
Industry management and should be available In 1992. 
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8.3 MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 

This section of the paper addresses Community market developments for 
both crude o I 1 and Its products. The crude o I I market may now be 
considered International In the sense that prices are formed at the 
world level to changes In global supply and demand. Prices In the 
CommunIty therefore fo I low those of the wor I d market. The market for 
products may be considered as more regional. Product specifications 
differ throughout the world, transport Is relatively expensive 
(requiring "clean" vessels) and there are no recognised "world" market 
prices from which to benchmark. 

An out I lne Is given of expected Community demand of primary energy, ol I 
In particular and the tendancles for ol I products. This Is followed by 
some observations on Community ol I suppl les and trade In products. 

As a significant event on the Community market, a separate part of this 
section also hlghl lghts the Integration of former East Germany Into the 
Community from the perspective of the oil market and the refining 
Industry. 

Energy and 01 I Outlook to 2000 

The outlook described In this section Is based upon the work of the 
services of the Commission (see Special Issue of Energy In Europe 
"Energy for a new century: the European Perspective" July 1990) updated 
by lncorporat lng the most recent data and by taking Into account the 
views of major ol I companies and Member States of the Community. A more 
comprehensive study of the Community's energy situation and outlook Is 
currently In preparation and Is expected to be final lsed In the course 
of 1992. 

For the outlook In this paper, the 
growIng on average between 2 and 
price of ol I remain at around 
dol Iars). (See Table 4) 

Community GDP Is assumed to continue 
3 per cent per annum and the wor I d 
$21 per barrel <measured In 1990 

No attempt Is made to take Into account either the Impact of a possible 
C02/Energy tax, this Is under more detailed examination and will be 
the subject of a separate report/publ lcatlon, or the Implementation of 
any vigorous energy saving/conservation programme. In effect, the 
projections may be considered as an extrapolation of "business as 
usual" therefore tending to reflect an upper range of energy 
consumption. 

Primary energy consumption for the Community excluding the former DDR 
Is expected to continue growing at a I lttle over 1 per cent per annum 
from 1150 mlo t.o.e In 1990 to 1270 mlo t.o.e In 2000. The consumption 
of natural gas will rise more Quickly than other energy sources, 
probably at 2-2.5 per cent per annum. There Is expected to be some 
I lmlted Increase In the use of sol ld fuel, nuclear and renewable energy 
sources. (See Annex A1) 
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011, representing around 45 per cent of the community's primary energy 
demand, Is expected to continue growing In absolute terms, at between 
0.5 and 1.0 per cent per annum, but decline marginally In relative 
terms. 

One of the major uncertaintIes concernIng these project Ions Is the 
extent to which gas, sol ld fuels and ol 1 (In particular fuel oi I) wl I I 
compete. Gas experts urge caution on the potential for Its growth, 
especially as a number of projects either to construct or convert power 
stations to gas remain on the drawing board. Similarly, as wei I as the 
pricing factor, the social and environmental constraints of continuing 
to import and use ever larger quantities of solid fuels may I lmit their 
contribution to primary energy demand. 

The development of ORIUULSION In Venezuela, the bitumen/water mix with 
similar characteristics to residual fuel oil In that It can be 
transported and burnt In power stations, represents potential IY a 
significant competitor to traditional foss! I fuels In the future. 
Estimates of extractable reserves using current technology are huge 
(1200 bl I 1 ion barrels). Evaluations are under way on the best means of 
restricting emissions of noxious gases so as to make orimulsion 
acceptable from an environment point of view when It is burnt In power 
stations or gasified. Initial contracts have been concluded with 
Importing countries Including Member States of the Community. 

In consultations with ol I companies, there was general agreement that 
the Community market demand for oil products would strengthen at the 
I lghter end of the barrel and continue to weaken at the heavier end. 
(See Figure 1) 

Demand, in particular for automotive fuels (petrol and diesel) Is 
expected to continue growing quite strongly In ar I Member States except 
Denmark and West Germany where, on the one hand, the private vehicle 
population and number of kl lometres travel led are expected to rever off 
and on the other, vehicle fuel efficiency Is expected to Improve. 
Demand growth Is likely to be particularly marked In eastern Germany 
and Spain. Between the two products, petrol and diesel, most consider 
that diesel demand will grow faster, partly because of the growth in 
road haulage and partly because as a more fuel efficient vehicle, the 
proportion of diesel cars In the total car population wl r r continue to 
grow. 

Fuel ol r and gas ol r consumption (other than for the transport sector) 
are expected to fall. The magnitude of the drop In their consumption 
depends, In large part, on the competitive position of gas, to a lesser 
degree to the competitive position of other fuels and to the problems 
of removing sulphur from fuel oil so that It can be used In power 
generation. 

As far as the cut from other parts of the barrel Is concerned, an 
increase In the demand for Jet kerosene, LPG and Naphtha Is expected. 

Crude 0 I I Supp I i es 

Since the mid 1980's, the Community demand for oil has Increased. As 
domestic production fell between 1986 and 1989 from 149 mio t to 112 
mlo t so the absolute quantities and the proportion of total supplies 
of crude oi I imported Into the Community increased. By 1990, having 
slumped In the first half of the 1980's, the level of imports returned 
to that of a decade earl ler (380 mlo t) to represent over 80% of total 
crude oi I demand. (See Annex B1) 
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The UK contributes more than 80% of the community's production and, of 
that, 98% Is produced offshore. The accident on the platform Piper 
Alpha of 6 July 1988, Invest !gated In detail by Lord Cullen led to 
tougher safety regulations. The combined effect of increased 
maIntenance (for operat lona 1 and safety reasons) and reduced output 
from the more mature f le Ids led to reduced product I on In 1989/90 over 
1988. 1990 marked a new record for exploration activity In the North 
Sea and though many of the large fields are past peak production, the 
combination of employing new technology to reduce costs and enhance 
recovery (such as 3D seismic, horizontal and deepwater dri I I ing, 
improved lifting gear etc.) and new discoveries may well lead to a 
growth In oil outturn In the early part of the next decade. (See 
Annex D3) 

The sources of Imports changed radically through the 1970's and early 
1980's as demand was restrained by high prices and UK production came 
on stream. OPEC's market share In Community Imports was cut from 94% In 
1974 to 44% in 1985 and In particular, Saudi Arabia and Iran's combined 
share fell from almost a half to a tenth. Since then, following the 
reduction in prices and the fall In the value of the US$, oil demand 
has risen and since 1986 Imports have grown. In 1989 and 1990, annual 
imports from OPEC stood at 230 mio t (about 50% of Community supply or 
64% of third country Imports). The Community's supply structure is 
diversified In that It Is less rei lant on a single suppl ler with no one 
country contributing much more than 10% of total supplies. (See Annex 
81 and Figure 2) 

The quality of crude supplies has not changed significantly. Both API 
gravity and sulphur content are at similar levels to 5 years ago. Fears 
expressed by some that the world Is exhausting Itself of light, low
suI phur crude o I I and that therefore the refInery Industry wou I d face 
the task of having to cope with heavy viscous crude ol I with Increasing 
levels of sulphur have not been realised. As differentials In prices 
between qual I ties widen so the market signal Is there for crude 
producers to Increase their output of I lght sweet crude and refiners to 
make the necessary adJustments to take advantage of the lower prices 
or, If the differential Is expected to remain wide, Invest in the 
appropriate technology and maximise throughput of heavier crudes. (See 
Annex A9 and A10) 

Though there is no universal opinion, the evidence would tend to 
suggest that for the next five and possibly even ten years there are 
adequate supplies of light, low-sulphur crudes to meet demand. In 
particular, as UK production picks up after a lui I brought about by the 
need to do safety and maintenance work and as new discoveries in the 
Norwegian part of theN. Sea and Saudi Arabia come into production, 
there would seem to be little reason for predicting a significant 
change In the Community's crude slate. 

Trade In Products 

The Community has maintained an open pol icy on oi I product Imports from 
third countries. 

Crude oi I and feedstocks for further refining and petro-chemical 
processing, as well as low sulphur (less than 0.2%) gasoil since 1 
January 1991, enter the Community duty-free. Finished products for 
consumption within the EC, however, remain subject to duties (3.5% for 
gasoi I above 0.2% sulphur and heavy oi Is; 6% for I lghter products). 
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However, EC product Imports originating from countries covered by 
preferential arrangements (EFTA, Mediterranean Countries, ACP) enter 
duty free. Under the General lsed System of Preferences (GSP), products 
also enter duty free but subject to volume eel I lngs fixed annually for 
each of the three product categories (light, medium and heavy fuel 
oi Is) and then appl led to each exporting country. GSP status appl les, 
Inter alIa, to the major petroleum exporting countries such as 
Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Libya and has been extended In 
recent years to a number of East European countries (Including Poland, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Romania and In 1991 the Baltic States). If 
a ceiling Is reached or exceeded, the Commission, either at its own 
Initiative or at the request of an EC Member State, may reimpose the 
duty. In practice, however, though these levels have been breached many 
times since their introduction In 1979, duties have not been 
reintroduced to date. 

Sensitive to the risk of an increasing volume of Imports destabl I Ising 
the domestic refining industry, the Community, in parallel with other 
IEA/OECD countries, In July 1985, scrutinised more closely than before 
the source and volume of Imports. Fears of large volumes entering from, 
In particular, the Middle East were not realised. In fact much of the 
capacity bul It In the Middle East went to supply Japan (which has had a 
more I lberal Import regime In recent years) the Far East and the Indian 
Sub-Continent. 

The three year trend since 1988 has seen Increased product trade 
activity In the Community (Intra and extra). Imports Increased (152.6 
mio t In 1988 to 166.4 mlo t In 1990) as did exports (138.9 mlo t to 
150.7 mio t over the same period). 

Imports from third countries (Extra trade only) have Increased by about 
2 mlo t each year since 1988 to almost 107 mlo t In 1990. By product 
category, fuel oil remains the Community's largest Import by volume 
(40% of EC product Imports) followed by gas oil (25%) and light oil 
(19%). Of these three product categor les gasoll Imports have grown 
(from 23 mio t In 1988 to 27 mio t in 1990) whereas imports of fuel oi I 
Increased by 1 mlo t between 1988 and 1989 then dropped by 2 mlo t In 
1990 (to 43.5 mio t); imports of light oi Is have declined from over 
21 mio t In 1988 to 20 mlo t In 1990. For Imports of the remaining 
product categories "Other Products" (which Include LPG) have also grown 
from 12.5 mio t In 1988 to 15 mio t In 1990 and medium oils (which 
Include jet kerosine) have grown substantially from a very smal I base 
but remain only 1% of the total product imports. (See Annex B2) 

OPEC (In particular the Arab exporting countries) remains the 
Community's major suppl ler of products (representing 40% of total 
imports) though the volume and proportion have fallen in the last three 
years. Clearly, Kuwait's contribution fel I sharply In 1990. 

Imports from the USSR and East European Countries rose then fel I 
between 1988 and 1990 (remaining at 36% of total imports). Both the 
volume and contribution of the USSR increased (reaching 34 mlo t In 
1990). Imports from Poland Increased dramatically but from a very low 
base reaching almost 1 mlo t in 1990. 

There has been an increase In the volume of Imports from industrial lsed 
countries including EFTA (from 9.5 mlo t In 1988 to 13 mlo t In 1990) 
and the USA (by 2 mlo t since 1988 to almost 10 mlo t) so that now 
almost a quarter of the Community's import requirements originate 
within this grouping. 
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Net Imports Increased by 2 mlo t between 1988 and 1989 to 15.7 mlo t 
and has remained at that level In 1990, though overall It would be 
difficult to Identify any discernible trend. It remains at below 4% of 
Inland consumption. 

The pIcture of net Imports Is not expected to change fundamenta II Y 
though regional shifts In the trade balance are I lkely. In particular, 
there Is likely to be growth In trade with the US and the rest of 
Europe. 

Integration of Eastern Germany 

The Integration of the former German Democratic Republic and Its 16.5 
million population Into the Federal Republic of Germany had various 
consequences for the energy sector. PrImary energy consumptIon in the 
GDR was approximately 100 million t.o.e. a year, making It one of the 
highest per capita consumers of energy in the world (only the USA and 
Canada have higher rates). About 15% of this energy need was met by ol I 
consumptIon, and s I nee product I on Is Inconsequent I a I It was necessary 
to Import approximately 20 mlo t ol I annually. Practically alI of this 
was Imported from the USSR (at Comecon prices) via the Friendship 
Pipeline to the Schwedt Ref lnery north-east of Berlin on the Pol ish 
border, from there It was further pumped to the southern refineries by 
an Internal pipet lne. 

There are various Implications of this supply Infrastructure for the 
maintenance of supply in eastern Germany. Firstly, the infra-structure 
Is biased towards supply from the east and, secondly, the refining, 
storage and distribution facl I ltles are both outdated and Inadequate to 
serve projected future needs. All these functIons were performed by 
State monopol les which also controlled the distribution and marketing 
of petroleum products. 

The refining capacity Inherited on the 3 October 1990 was outdated. The 
central refinery and principal conduit from the Friendship Plpel ine at 
Schwedt handled approximately one half of the Imported oil and was 
bui It in 1963; the remainder of the oi I being piped to other refineries 
which pre-dated the Second World War and are In fact re-constructed 
hydrogenation plants. The technological and capacity restraints meant 
that not only were a small range of products available, principally 
petrol, diesel and heavy fuel ol I, but also that the products suppl led 
were of a poor quality. The paucity of refining capacity and low 
quality has encouraged a plethora of feasibl I lty studies and proposals 
for projects from the private sector, with particular Interest being 
expressed by west German enterprises. 

The marketing of ol I and ol I products was previously control led by the 
State through Mlnol. However, through various joint-ventures currently 
In operation, it Is clear that the Industry Is re-shaping along the 
I I nes of Western market structures; one consequence of this has been 
that o I I product prIces In eastern Germany are now more In I I ne wIth 
those In western Germany. It Is c I ear that the market w I I I contInue to 
evolve in this manner, especially in light of the generally depressed 
state of Western markets which makes the new opportunities for refining 
and marketing proJects in eastern Germany and the East European 
countries alI the more interesting. 
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Current capacity In eastern Germany Is approximately 20.2 ml I I ion 
t.o.e., with west German capacity of about 80.6 ml I I ion. 01 I demand In 
eastern Germany Is expected to I ncr ease by some 60 to 80 % up to 
26 mlo t In the year 2000 with the most significant Increase expected 
In the light heating oil sector to replace the reliance on domestic 
I Ignite (over a third of the I Ignite mined In eastern Germany was made 
Into briquettes for domestic use). Official estimates of future German 
refinery capacity predict that It wl I I rise to some 109 mlo t for 1992 
and that the overal I capacity wl I I not change by the end of the decade, 
although there wl I I be fluctuations as older and smaller refineries are 
closed and replaced by newer and bigger facl I lties. 
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8.4. REFINING 

This section of the report outlines some of the major changes and 
Immediate prospects In capacity, technology and returns for the 
Community's refining Industry. 

Trends In Capacity/Uti! lsatlon 

There has been a continuous reduction In primary distillation capacity 
In the Community since 1976 (947 mlo t) though In the last few years 
the _rate has slowed. The primary capacity on 1 January 1991 stood at 
582 mlo t almost 40% below Its 1980 level. 

Distillation capacity reduction was larger In the Northern part of the 
Community (excluding Denmark and Ireland) than the South. 

The rates of utilisation of primary capacities have Increased since 
1981 (59%) and are now at particularly high levels. At certain times of 
the year, these distillation capacities are utilised at 95%, raising 
quest Ions of dlst Ill at lon shortages on a localised basis at those 
moments when for example cold weather combines with refinery shutdowns. 
Of course, with a more cohesive Internal market and a liberal trade 
pol Icy, relatively brief local !sed shortfalls can be made up quickly by 
buying on the market. A change In the stockholding management can go 
some way to alleviating seasonallsed demand peaks. (See Annex A3-A7) 

There are no plans to expand the Community's primary distillation 
capacity though "debottlenecklng" may bring about an Increase of 2.7 
mlo t In the effective capacity by 1992. 

Apart from the de-mothbal I lng of the refinery at WI lhelmshaven In 
Germany, which reintroduces 160 000 barrels per day of primary 
distillation capacity, there are no reported plans to close, reopen or 
construct further primary distillation units. Should this situation 
remain, uti I lsatlon rates should continue to rise In I lne with 
Increases In the Community's oil consumption. 

Conversion capacity (to convert prlmarl ly residual fuel ol I Into 
products for which there Is a greater demand) almost doubled since 1980 
to 155 mlo t/year (based on the catcracker equivalent). Further 
capacity Is to come on stream, In particular In Italy, Belgium and 
Spain. This side of refining, Including other conversion processes such 
as reforming petrol to Improve Its anti-knock properties, lsomerlsatlon 
and alkylation to produce lead free petrol, Is driven to a large extent 
by changes In technology. (See Figure 3) 

The development In conversion capacity within the Community may be 
summarised as follows: 

the mature techno logy of therma I crack log (other than 
vlsbreaklng and coking detailed separately) which relies on 
heat pressure and time to "crack" molecules, has Increased very 
I lttle since 1980; 
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marked growth between 1980 and 1985 of cata I yt I c crackers, 
vlsbreakers, hydrocrackers and coking; 

continued growth between 1985 and 1990 of hydrocrackers and to 
a lesser extent vlsbreakers: 

Introduction between 1985 and 1990 of new technology In the 
form of hydroconvers I on (advanced cat a I yt I c process In whIch 
heavy residue feedstock Is upgraded Into middle and heavy 
dlstl llates for further processing) and flexicoklng (modifying 
ear 1 I er cokIng techno I ogy to dIspose of the coke I tse If by 
means of gasification for use In electricity generation). (See 
Annex A6-A7). 

There Is expected to be reduced fuel oil use coupled with a growing 
demand for automotive fuels thus brlnlng a further need for conversion 
capacity. Further, there Is a growing need for higher octane In petrol 
as the Community continues to switch from leaded to unleaded and for 
lower sulphur levels In diesel. To meet the octane requirements there 
has been an expansion of lsomerlsatlon and alkylation capacity as wei 1 
as capacity to produce MTBE and this Is expected to continue. 

Environmental legislation Is likely to continue to put pressure on 
refiners to remove sulphur from products. In particular, reduced 
sulphur Is already required In diesel and gas ol I and further measures 
may be cal led for as a result. There Is discussion under way on the 
French Memorandum (see sect I on 82). The capacIty may prove t 1 ght, 
especially In countries where product demand Is expected to grow 
significantly over the decade (Greece, Spain, Portugal) and wl 11 
require further Investment In desulphurlsatlon. To establIsh the costs 
of reducing the sulphur content of diesel fuel to 0.05%, CONCAWE 
estimated the existing hydrodesulpurlsatlon capacity (HDS) at 112.8 
mlo t/year (Report no. 10/89)- to meet the sulphur levels of 0.2% for 
heating gas oil and 0.05% for diesel fuel. the additional new HDS 
capacity required Is evaluated at 30 to 46 mlo t/year. 

As the process of refining becomes Increasingly complex. so balancing 
the streams for the various units In order to meet market demand will 
continue to place greater constraints on an Individual refinery system. 
To add fexlblllty within this ever demanding environment there Is 
likely to be Increasing I lnkage between refineries. even If plants are 
owned by different companies. In order to make the most rational use of 
complementary facilities. 

profitability 

Using Information communicated to the Commission under the Directive on 
price transparency [76/491/EEC] It Is possible to calculate a 
theoretical gross refining margin resulting from the difference between 
the value of petroleum products sold on the Community's market and the 
supply cost In crude ol I Including refinery use. 

Between the period of the first quarter of 1988 and the second quarter 
of 1991, the gross margin for the Community tended to follow cyclical 
variations and the fluctuations of the dollar with respect to European 
currencies. In 1988 the average gross margin for the Community was 
$27/t. In the second half of 1989 the margin grew and continued to 
Increase during 1990. up untl f the Invasion of Kuwait by Iraqi forces, 
reaching an annual average of $33/t. 
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S I nee the begInnIng of 1991, the costs of crude o I I supp I I es have 
fallen, the gross margin Improved In the first Quarter, then fell back 
slightly during the second Quarter giving an average for the first six
month period of 1991 of $51/t. The average gross margin during the last 
three years was about $32/t. I.e. ECU 26/t making It possible to cover 
assumed costs (variable, fixed, overhead expenses and return on the 
capital) of around $25/t I.e. ECU 21/t for a complex refinery. (See 
Figure 4) 

There Is uncertainty over the proJected drop In fuel ol I consumption. 
If this turns out to be smaller than expected, for example because 
projects to expand the use of natura I gas In power pI ants are not 
real lsed, the cracking margin (the price difference between I lght 
products and fuel oil) could well be reduced to below levels which 
could Justify heavy Investment In sophisticated conversion capacity. 
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B.S. INPUSTRY STRUCTURE 

A number of forces have been brought to bear on the Community's 
refining Industry which have caused Its structure to evolve. This brief 
section firstly Identifies major catalysts to change, then goes on to 
describe the three developments which have taken place (reduced 
Involvement of the "majors", Increased participation of oil-producing 
state-controlled companies and the gradual lnternatlonallsatlon of the 
Community's national companies). 

The major catalysts to change In the structure of the Community's 
refining Industry through the 1980's, which were to a large extent 
Influencing the changes In refining structure worldwide, are as 
follows: 

surplus distillation capacity coupled with the decline In the 
demand for products we I ghed on product prIces and adverse I y 
affected profltabl llty particularly In the early 80's; 

reduced profitability downstream led some major oil companies 
to divest themselves of capacity from that part of European 
bus I ness and In some cases opt for a strategy of becomIng 
deficit refiners, meaning that a proportion of product needs Is 
met by the market or withdraw completely; 

crude ol I exporters, particularly from OPEC, became 
Increasingly concerned about lost market volume and share and 
therefore sought guaranteed outlets; 

by and large, those same exporters had built up considerable 
financial reserves, especially In the period of high prices of 
1979-1981; 

sites to bul ld new refineries In the Community are I lmlted and 
where aval !able would reQuire a considerable lead time to 
acQuire the necessary permits; 

traditional national ol I companies based In the Community, 
spurred on by the need to secure access to crude, exploIt 
domestic expertise and know-how outside their national 
boundaries and take advantage of an Increasingly cohesive 
Internal energy market, widened their vision beyond national 
boundaries; 

as use of atmospheric distillation capacity tightened toward 
the end of the decade so projects to close refineries were 
shelved and "mothballed" refineries reopened (WIIhelmshaven, 
Germany); 
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These factors have helped reduce the Involvement of the "major" 
ol 1 companies in downstream operations, Increase the 
participation of producer country companies and change the role 
of the traditional Community-based national ol I companies. 

It Is the combination of wl I I, opportunity and means that have 
encouraged some OPEC state-controlled companies to participate In 
Community downstream operations. Moreover, these state-control led 
companies have seen the benefit In maintaining refineries near centres 
of consumption (rather than construct new ones near centres of oil 
product ion) thus reducIng the need to transport products over long 
distances. In the case of Kuwait, the petroleum company (KPC) sought 
100% control but would now seem to be modifying Its approach In favour 
of joint ventures. For others (Venezuela, Abu Dhabi, Libya, Mexico), 
companies seek a partnership or minority shareholding. In these cases, 
the growing International lsatlon of national Community-based companies 
has provided an opportunity for constructive and complementary 
partnerships. Nevertheless, since the last report (COM (88) 491), there 
have been few reported developments consequently the scale of producer 
country participation In the Community has remained I lmlted and stable 
over the last few years. Annex D2 sets out OPEC's refinery holdings as 
of 15 September 1991. 

The changing structure of the national companies can be hlghl lghted as 
fo I lows: 

ENI, an Italian State company, through Its oil subsidiaries 
Agip and Agip Petrol i looked to secure crude oi I supplies 
partly by increasing Investments upstream and, in so doing, 
augmented Its I eve I of equIty crude. EN I had roots In the 
former USSR (a traditional suppl ler to ENI since the late 50's) 
and Is now nurtur lng and developing production, transport, 
refining and marketing within that area. Furthermore, Aglp Is 
conducting exploration production activities in Libya, Nigeria, 
Egypt, Angola, Congo, Tunisia, Norway, UK and China and has set 
agreements with Algeria (for oil and gas production). Agip 
Petrol! has developed joint ventures with Saudi Arabia and 
Venezuela (MTBE production plants) and Mexico (MTBE plant for 
export to Europe and USA). Aglp Petrol! Is also present in 
the downstream sector In Austria, France, Switzerland and 
Germany. 

Repsol of Spain was formed In 1987. Although Its main assets 
are on SpanIsh so I I , It Is a I ready takIng steps toward 
International isatlon. One of its major shareholders Is Pemex of 
Mexico which, since the late 1970's, has been a major suppl ler 
of crude oi I to Spain, Repsol being Its largest customer 
worldwide. In 1989, Repsol acquired production assets in the UK 
related to the field of oil derivatives and a retai I service 
stat ion network wl th over 500 out lets (now under Anglo and 
Repsol brand names). In Portugal, Repsol Is increasing Its 
presence In asphalts, lubricants and the service stations 
market. 
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Elf of France, has recently developed a more aggressive 
upstream and downstream strategy In the CommunIty and 
worldwide. Its recent acquisition of a major stake In Cepsa and 
of the ref lnlng and market lng assets of Ertoll will now make 
Elf, In cooperation with Cepsa, one of the most active 
operators In the Spanish market. Elf also strengthened Its 
already significant positions In Great Britain with Its 
purchase of the refining and distribution assets of Amoco, the 
distribution network of Heron and the acquisition of the 
upstream Interests of Occidental In the UK sector of the North 
Sea. In January 1992, Elf, as part of a French-German 
consortium signed an agreement whereby they wl I I acquire Mlnol 
Mlneralohandel AG, the refinery activities of Leuna-Werke AG 
and Hydrlwerke Zelfz GmbH In Eastern Germany. Elf wl I I hold a 
majority stake In the refinery activities, as well as In the 
Mlnol dlstr I but ion network and will make major Investments, 
notably the bul ldlng of a completely new refinery with a 
capacity of 0.2-0.25 mbd. 

There remaIns further potent I a I for Investment by producIng countrIes 
In the Community downstream Industry and the process Is expected to 
continue. However, this will be limited on the one hand, by the 
willingness of companies currently owning refineries In the Community 
to divest themselves of capacity and/or share In ventures which, on the 
whole, are more profitable now than over the last ten years and on the 
other hand on opportunities for producing countries to Invest at home 
or elsewhere In the world. 



ANNEXES TABLES AND GRAPHS 

Sect ron A Annex Al to All 

Community Energy and Or I Consumptron 

Communrty and World refining srtuatron 

Sect ron 8 Annex 81 to 812 

EC Trade-Crude 0 i I and Products 
S~ot market prl[eS - basis Rotterdam 
f=C Oil stock levels 

Sect ron C Annex C 1 to C 3 

Orl Prrce Regrme and Fiscality rn the Communrty 

~~ : Annex 01 to 03 

Mrscellaneous 

of which : - US Clean Air Act 

-OPEC's foreign refinery holdrngs 

- OPEC and non-OPEC o i I product ron 

All tC data exclude former East Germanv unlesc, otherw1se specified. 
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CONSOMMATION D'ENERGIE PRIMAIRE DANS LA COMMUNAUTE (EUR-12). 
EVOLUTION 1980- 1990 ET PREVISIONS 2000. 

EN MILLIONS DE PREVISIONS 

TEP 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1 9 9 0 2 0 0 0 

ex-RDA ex-RDA 

Pet role 589 489 504 506 518 522 530 12 560 19 

Combustibles 238 239 232 231 227 231 232 57 260 30 
sol ides 

Ga,z nature/ 171 185 187 198 192 201 208 7 260 10 

Electriclte 64 143 151 157 170 175 176 3 190 1 
primaire, 
nucleaire et 
aut res 

Consommation 1062 1056 1074 1092 1107 7129 7146 79 1270 60 
brute d'energie 
primaire 

Sources EUROSTAT, DG XVII et Administration allemande 



CONSQMMATION DE PETROLE DANS LA COM~UNAUTE CEUR-12} 

Evolution de 1980 a 1990 

en mi I I ions de tonnes 

Variations 
1980 1985 1986 1988 1989 1990 1990/1980 

en % 

1. LIVRAISONS INTERIEURES 510 428 442 452 455 458 - 10.2 

. ESSENCES MOTEUR 90,7 91 ,3 95,5 101 ,6 102,8 105,0 + 15,8 
dont : essences sans plomb ( ) ( ) ( 0,9) ( 13.4) (23,1) ( 33. 7) ( ) 

. PETROLE LAMPANT ET CARBUREACTEURS 21 . 0 22. 1 23,0 26,6 27,6 27,3 + 30,0 

. GASOIL ET FUEL-OIL FLUIDE 171 . 5 163,2 170,7 172,9 167,6 170,5 - 0,6 
dont : gasoi I transports (51 ,2) (60,7) ( 66. 1 ) (76,5) (81 ,2) (84,9) (+ 65,8) 

. FUEL-OIL RESIDUEL 154,8 77,3 75,0 68,4 73,3 68.1 - 56,0 

. AUTRES PRODUITS 72,0 7 4. 1 77,8 82,5 83,7 87.1 + 21.0 

2. BUNKERS 29 27 31 31 31 33 + 13.8 

dont : - gaso i I 6 7 8 7 7 7 
-fuel-oil 23 20 23 24 24 26 

3. AUTO-CONSOMMATION 33 25 28 28 29 30 - 9.1 

dont : - fuel-oi I 18 11 11 10 10 10 

4. CONSOMMATION TOTALE 572 480 501 511 515 521 - 8,9 
(1 + 2 + 3) 

Sources : Eurostat et OCDE 

'--.) 

--~ 



w 
""' 

1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 

PROOUC- DEMANDE PROOUC- DEMANDE 
TION TION 

GAZ DE PETROLE 12,3 15,1 12.1 17,4 
LIQIJEF IE (GPL) 

NAPHTA 19,1 26,3 17,0 24,5 

ESSENCES t.()TEUR 94,8 90,7 96,7 91,3 

PETROLE LAMPANT 26,8 21 ,0 26,7 22,1 
& CARBUREACTEURS 

GASOIL ET FUEL- 178,4 177.1 146,6 170,6 
OIL FLUIDE 

FUEL--QIL 169,3 178,1 91.1 97,3 
RES I DUEL 

AUTRES PRODU ITS 31,3 30,7 31 ,8 31,8 

TOUS PRODUITS 532 539 422 455 
PETROLIERS 

Sources : EUROSTAT et OCDE. ---

RAFFINAGE DANS LA CCM.lJW..UTE (EUR-12) 
BILAN PAR PROOUIT : EVOLUTI()l DE 1980 A 1990 

EN MILLIONS DE TONNES 

1 9 8 6 1 9 8 8 1 9 8 9 1 9 9 0 

PRODUC- DEMANDE PRODUC- DEMANDE PRODUC- DEMAN DE PRODUC- DEMANDE 
TION TION TION TION 

12,4 17,9 13,1 18,4 12,6 18,2 12,6 18,1 

16,6 26,0 16,6 28,7 17 01 30,9 16,9 27,8 

101 ,5 95,5 110,5 101,6 112,3 102,8 115,5 105,0 

28,9 23,0 33,6 26,6 35,3 27,6 36,2 27,3 

159,2 178,8 161,1 179,7 159,5 174,7 163,9 177,9 

97,4 98,4 93,5 92,5 92,7 97,0 94,9 94,1 

31,0 33,4 36,6 35,5 36,5 34,8 40,0 40,8 

447 473 465 483 465 485 480 491 

-- - - --

Notes Production =Production nette des roffineries + produits ossocies. 

VARIATIONS 
1990/1980 

en 1. 

PROOUC- DEMANDE 
TION 

+ 2,4 +19,9 

-11,5 + 5,7 

+21,8 +15,8 

+35, 1 +30,0 

- 8,1 + 0,5 

-43,9 -47,2 

+27,8 +32,9 

- 9,8 - 8,9 

Produits ossocies = Produits finis (GPL et outres produits) obtenus Iars de Ia production de petrole brut et de goz noturel. 
Demon de = Livroisons interieures +sautes internotionoles. 

DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE I 
PRODUCT! ON/ PRODUCT I ON/ I 

DEMANDE DEMANDE 
EN 1980 EN 1990 

' 

(mio t.) (mi o. t) 

- 2,8 - 5,5 

- 7,2 - 10,9 

+ 4,1 + 10,5 

+ 5,8 + 8,9 

+ 1,3 - 14,0 

- 8,8 + 0,8 

+ 0,6 - 0,8 

- 7 - 11 



8/LAN INDICAT IF DU RAFF/NAGE DANS LA CO~~UNAUTE (EUR-12) 
EVOLUTION DE 1980 A 1990. 

A4 

EN MILLIONS DE TONNES PAR AN 1980 1985 1986 198~-19;9 --,- 1990 

Consomma t JOn tot ale de 572 480 501 51 I 515 521 
oetrole. doni 

. L1vra1sons Inter ieures 510 428 44? 45? 455 458 

. Sautes internat1onales 29 77 31 31 ]! 33 

. Consommat 10n des 33 25 28 28 ?9 30 
raff1ner1es 

------t----
Aporovlstonnement net de 10 34 {3 19 I 7 ?1 
or oou' t s petrolters ftn1s 
dont 

. Importations ncttes de I? 24 20 I 4 !6 !6 
pays tiers 

• Sources primaires ( I ) 2 5 5 4 ., 3 

I • Prelevement sur stocks (2) 4 5 2 I 3 2 

Entrees en raffiner1es 

• Petro/e Drut (condensats 545 407 439 450 452 465 
inc/us) 

. Total (taus feedstocks 577 463 496 511 516 529 
inc/us) 

Capacite de dist i //at 1on 
orimaire (au ler ;anvier) 915 658 619 591 587 577 

Taux d"utilisat1on. 
par rapport 

l~ ''"'" ''"' '"'" 60% 6?% 71'!, 76'!, 77'[. 81% 

tra1tement total 63% 70'[. 80'!, 86% 88'!, 9?% 
-------

Sources EUROST AT. OCDE. Rcglement GEE 1056172. 

(I) Produ1ts associes directement utillsaDies. y comoris ceux tssus de Ia production 
de gaz nature! 

(2) Cfliffres negattfs stockage : ch1ffres posit1fs destockage 



RAFFINAGE DANS LA COMUUNAUTE (EUR-12): EVOLUTION DES CAPACITES 
DE DISTILLATION PRIMAIRE DE 1980 A 1991 (AU 1er JANVIER). 

Ul MILL IONS DE 
/OliN( SIAN 

B[LGIUII 

DAIIMARK 

DFUTSCHLA/10 
(ex OOR) 

ELL AS 

FSPANA 

F R AIICF 

IRE I_ AND 

IT 4{ i A 

LUXEMBOURG 

NEOERLA/10 

PORTUGAL 

UNITED KINGDOM 

E UR - 12 
(1 ex-DOR) 

·--

980 

55 

I 1 

154 

zo 

7'2 

167 

3 

180 
I 
I 

102 

19 

132 

9 15 

1985 1988 1989 1990 

35 35 35 35 

8 9 9 9 

lOS 8) 82 78 

18 18 18 18 

67 62 62 62 

1 JO 96 91 90 

3 3 3 3 

130 1 19 119 1 19 

- - - -

74 65 65 60 

14 14 1 4 14 

94 89 89 89 

61591 587 577 

(')sur Ia Dase de donn~es cxpr1m~cs en m1111ers de tonnes 

---··----· 

1991 % RED 
1991/1 

------·-·-

35 31 

9 16 

81 43 
(20) 

18 12 

6? I~ 

90 16 

3 

119 ]..j 

61 40 

14 ?3 

90 - 32 

582 - 36 
(602) 

AS 

(. ) 

980 

'); 

'l: 

'); 

'l, 

't 

1, 

1; 

Sources Informations re~ues oar Ia Comm1ss1on en appllca!lon du reglemcnt 105617? 
Adm1n1strat1ons nat1onalcs et soc1~t~s pctrolleres. 

6 



EEC-12 CONVERSION CAPACl'l''( 

~-- ·-- - -- ---·- -------

IN MI 0. TONS/YEAH 
--·· - ------~ ----------------

CATALY TIC Cl{ACKEHS 

VISFH~E AKEHS 

~1\ACKEf~S 

~ONVEI\SlON 

i IIYDF<OC 
HYDHOC 

) 

) 

TI-l El<MA 
COKING 
F'LF.:XICO 

L CI\ACKEHS) 
) 

KING ) 

------------
1

TOTAL C ,APACITY 

CATCRA CKEH EQUIV * 

AS c;:;, C DU CAPACITY 

,---,----~- --

l9BO 1955 195U 

--~-- -

47.6 53.1 n 1.2 

21.9 46. 1 

5.8 l 0 .f) 1 G. 9 17.() 

22_2 26.3 :~~)-·I 

I 
-~~-

-IBB:tl 100.5 1 7 9 . 2 1 n 1 . ~-~ 

51 135 143 145 

f-

9 21 

IG90 

53.~~ 

1119.4 

!55 

• BASED ON TOTAL DISTILLATE YIELD, AS A PERCF:NTAGE OF 

FEED , RELATIVE TO THAT OF A CATALYTIC CRACKER. 

A6 

SOURCES:NATfONAL ADMINISTRATIONS AND INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE COMl\!ISSfON 

UNDER REGULATION L056/72 + OfL COMPANrES 
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REFINING AND CONVEI~SION CAPACIT''/ II\i 1':HE EEC 

IN MIO /TONS YEAR 
I 1 

I i 
i DIST. 1 REF. jl 

l I 

B I 35.3 3.8 
I 

DKI 8. 7 1.4 

D i 

ELI 

Esl 
80.6 
17.7 
62.0 

FR I 90.4t 
' I I I 

IRL! 2. 9 
ITAI119 .1 
NL 
POi 

UI< 
I I -

61.0 
14.4 
90.2 

14.0 

1.5 

7.8 

10.5 

0.6 

11.9 

8.2 

2.2 

15.5 

H.C. 

6.1 

1.4 

0.8 

0.7 

6.6 

3.3 

0.5 

3.0 

C.C. 

5.3 

10.7 

2.6 

7.5 

17.4 

15.5 

6.9 

0.7 

22.8 

T.C. 

1.4 

3 ...... 
. ( 

3.8 

3. 1 

~) ') - . . ) 

14.3 

AT 1.1.1991 

VISB. 

4.0 

2.4 

8.2 

2.3 

8.8 

9.4 

18.9 

4.1 

0.6 

2.9 

61.6 

COK. 

4.9 

0.7 

2.5 

2.0 

2.9 

13.0 I EECi b82.3 77.4 i 22.4 i 89.4 
I . I I ----~----------------~------
1 R , !EX- DD 20.2 2. 6 ! 1. 8 1. 9 0 7 2.9 
i -------·--------------------------------: I -r- l 
i TOTAL I 6 0 2 . 0 i 
L___ I 

80.0 24.2 91.3 · 1 13.0 1:~> .U 64.5 

SOURCES: NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIONS A.ND INt="ORiv'c"'-TION RECEIVED 2Y THE CO~:iM!SSIOI~ 
UNDER REGULATION i 056/72 • OF WHICH 58 MIO TOI'-JN~S li'J RESE.=<VE '".1\JD ::vW1EDI'".iELY USEABLE 

• 

1:; 



World Dlstiliollon Rnd Conversion C>pHit~ 1980-1?90 
(ocludmg forrnu CPEs) 

(year cr.d. cntllion barrtl! pee c.:Cndar da~) 

\9&0 \9!.) 19M l9r" 

Dill (MH DltL Con• DIJL Cn.-. • Dltl (nn• D1o1 

0ort.h Ame:nca 20.77 9 38 I 7 4 8 I 0 24 I 7 51 I 0 5o I 7 83 I 0 95 II 57 

Europc 0 ' 20 40 2)7 14 3) ) 41 14 II ) 4) I 4 CX, 3 4 7 I 3 8.J 

J.p•n 5 ) 5 0 JJ 4 4 8 0.57 4 38 0 61 423 0&:! 4 I 0 

1\U~Ir~\IISI~ 0 81 0 16 072 0 I R 0 75 0 20 on 0 20 0 7 J 

Canbbe•n 2 J ·1 0 29 1.40 0 15 I·M 0 15 I 39 0 I" I )9 

Ccntr•l/SQIJL"' Amcno 5. 71 127 5 44 I .67 ~. <1-1 i 63 Hi) i "73 5 65 

Mtdck E•!t" 3 I 5 043 4 IS 064 4 23 0 68 4 ) I 0 70 '·M 

A~l A(1) 4 04 0 20 4 84 0 65 4 93 0 67 4 95 0"' '• 4 97 

Afnca 2 I 4 0 17 2 66 0 2 3 2 6 7 0 2) 2 ~ 2 0 )4 2 -' ·-· 
TotRI 64.7 I 14.59 55.50 I 7. 7 4 55.·1A I$ I J ~ s .~; :., n 55 i\4 

------
ill ~.....cJ~O:t (}'"Pr\11 b>.,i: e.,C..:~,~~, eu'.Lr-"1 C...errr'.A. .. "'l;' lf\d (()1'1TY:r 0 1G 
~ 1 ) liX..'w~l I.":IClJ~ Kv•tol L""d ...... e ... ~· "Z.arr! '--"f"'~i;') lJ1 C."ld i 90.;. r .. r;~.~· 
r ~; c....,.-,;"" I~ I !r.j,,_., rYt>-ur .. ll.t'C!"l\ S.Ju'~"' E..u1 Alii )o>JI..., )\o~• t;"\d T•l ... t,": 

---
Source OECf)/ lUI 

-!::'--.. 
V'V 

1~.~ :~9 

(tl:-• D:r~ 

: J 19 1-:- ·~ 8 

3 59 I) 5 I 

J 7 I j i 0 

0 20 0 76 

0 17 i )9 

I 8 I 5 S I 

0 95 492 

0 83 5 02 

0 2 4 2 95 

19 2 9 5S9J 

Co•• Qitl, 

i i l j : ~ 65 

J 70 : 3 62 

G 7:. G l 0 

0 2: 0 76 

0 I 7 i 52 

I S 7 5 9S 

0.95 5 30 

0 86 5.26 

0 2 8 2 9 5 

19.9 I 5 i 14 

IM~ 

Co...,• 

;; ..:c. 

) 85 

I) -:'6 

0 2: 

0 20 

I 9 S 

0 96 

0 94 

0 '' 

10 62 

i)> 
()() 



t ---.. 
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>----' 

(j) 
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r--/ 
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•---.) CXJ 

·8J r,.. 
~ ~ 
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'----" 

t--~ 
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CD 
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I ~-<~ - _______ ! 
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0 
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CD 
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CD 

0 
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EEC12· CRUDE OIL REGISTER-SULPHUR 
CONTENT OF IMPORTED CRUDE OIL 

j~tJL_ 

nJC~-:!~) 
L .. :~~::) .fi\ 

l 
I 

I :1 / 
"-.. / 

/'~ ·····-./ 
/ 

I ' 
• I 

I I 

I 
I 

I 

(J [) i·· 

[I 6 ··r-

1 

0 4 --

u [ .. 1 1 -· . . I I . I 

'E E C l 0 TO I Q 8 :-) SOURCE:CRUDE OIL REGISTER 



Belgium 

Danmark 

Deutschland 

E I I as 

Espana 

France 

Ireland 

1 ta I i a 

Luxembourg 

Nederland 

Portugal 

Isomerization. Alkylation. Desulphurlzation and UTBE 
name plate capacities in the Community 

Situation at 1.1.1991 

MIO TONNES/YEAR 

Isomer i- All<yla- Desulphu- ~TBE 

zat ion t ion rization (refinery 
of Middle plant 
distillat. 

0. 10 0.51 14.33 0. 18* 

0.39 - 2.24 -

- Former West 2.21 0.40 24.78 0 0 13 
- Former East 0. 49 0.50 3.38 0.05 

0.47 0.09 2.75 0 0 11 

0 010 0.31 22.52 0.26 

0.51 0.40 22.80 0.05* 

- - 0.27 -

2.60 2 0 10 26.60 0.18 

- - - -

0.53 0.58 14.83 0 0 15 

- - 2.81 0.02 

United Kingdom 2.00 3 010 14.58 0 0 1 0* 

EUR-12 9.40 7.99 151.89 1 0 23 

* MTBE + TAME 

Sources :National Administrations or Arthur D. Little refining data base 
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lUR-'J E UR- 1 0 L:UH-1? 
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~------- ·-- ----·- -----1------ -~----- ------ ------·--·--·-·----

duet 10n com-
autaire (brut 
Gll 

Pro 
m11n 
• N 

Imp 
oro 
a 
dO 

Pa 

or tat 10ns en 
v.pays t i er s 

1 a C[•. 

nt 
ys 1ndustr1a-

I 1 

tJ 

Pa 
DC 
do 
.A 
.A 

E 
E 

. I 

.K 

.L 

.lA 

.N 

.V 
_:. Pa 

d' 

do 
u 

OPEP 
OPAE 

CCG 

l E I 

oa 
·<!. Ap 

ma 
( l 

sc ~> . dont 
or vr:ge 
ys en develop-
men\ 
nt 
1 gcr 1 e 
f<JbiC Saoud i te 
gypte 
m1r .arab.un1s 
rak 
ran 
owe 1 t 
I bye 
exique 
igcria 
enezucla 
ys a commerce 
Eta t 
nt 
RSS 

-----·-----

P(Egypte inc I) 

port . a destin. 
ys t i cr s a CE 
prov.en brut 
rchc comm. . 

i 2 - 3 - 4) 

1974 1978 
-·-· 

!.I loT % l.lioT % 
1---

13 2 64 1 2 

560 98 470 90 

1 0 8 2 

1 0 H ., 

555 97 447 86 

23 4 19 4 
169 29 121 23 

1 0 9 2 
31 5 30 6 

39 7 56 11 

100 17 77 1 5 
47 8 35 7 

56 10 36 7 
0 0 0 0 

49 9 34 7 

9 2 4 1 

4 1 15 3 

4 1 15 3 
-- ----~ ------

541 94 424 81 
384 67 322 62 
265 46 197 38 

0 0 12 2 

573 100 522 100 

__ .__ __ 

1982 1985 198G 
--r----- -------

l.liol % l.l1oT % l.liol % 
- --------

1 17 30 146 39 149 34 

' 
302 17 253 68 328 74 

10 J 21 6 25 f; 

1() 3 :~1 f) .,, 
' ·' (, 

271 69 196 53 264 ~9 

16 4 14 4 16 4 

98 25 23 6 66 15 
9 2 11 3 10 2 

14 4 4 1 4 1 
11 3 16 4 24 5 
28 7 20 5 21 5 

3 1 7 2 10 2 
32 8 31 8 35 8 

9 2 9 2 13 3 
23 6 34 9 32 7 

7 2 9 2 9 2 

20 5 20 5 23 5 

20 ' 20 5 23 ~) J 

--- ---- ------- -- ------

238 61 164 44 224 50 
191 49 l 13 30 173 39 
122 31 36 10 83 19 

-

29 7 26 l 33 7 

390 100 373 100 444 100 

- '----

Compte non tcnu des feedstocks et des variat1ons de stocks 

1989 
--

I-I lOT X 

1 1 2 25 

365 80 

43 9 

·11 () 

275 60 

1 7 4 

43 9 
14 3 

9 2 
25 5 
41 9 
14 3 
41 9 
13 3 
24 5 

8 2 

28 6 

28 6 
---

226 50 
171 38 
67 15 

21 5 

456 100 

Total des rubrlaues A, U, Cot Importations d"or1ginc non dctcrmln6c 

19'JO 
------
I-I lOT % 

---

1 1 3 24 

379 81 

43 9 

I);' <) 

28B G2 

18 4 
47 10 
1 1 2 

9 2 
19 4 

45 10 
9 2 

47 10 
15 3 
26 6 

8 2 

29 6 

2~~ G 
----·--

234 50 
171 37 
66 14 

26 6 

466 100 

--·-

lmportat lons/oxpor t.:,t Jon:.. : tJurncnci<Jiure tJikiLXI. ot NomCIICiatur u CumtJin(; 1: 

Production : donn6cs Eurostat 



EUR-12 IMPORTATIONS DE PRODUITS PETROLIERS DE LA 
COMMUNAUTE EN PROVENANCE DES PAYS TIERS 

en milliers de tonnes 

Importations de produits petro-
I iers en provenance des pays 1988 1989 1990 
tiers a Ia CEE 

Taus produits/tous usages, dont: 102 500 104 570 106 947 
-huiles legeres 21 155 20 173 20 064 
- huiles moyennes 818 1 027 1 374 
- gaso i I 23 091 24 037 26 950 
- fue 1-o i Is 44 984 45 497 43 558 
- autres produits 12 452 13 836 15 001 

Taus produits/tous usages, dont: 102 500 104 570 106 947 
- traitement det ini ou 

transformation chimique 49 465 47 478 43 934 
- autres usages 53 035 57 092 63 013 

(mise a Ia consommation) 

Taus produits/tous usages 102 500 104 570 106 947 
en provenance de : 

- Pays tiers lndustrial.,dont : 20 833 21 877 25 
AELE 9 549 10 577 13 
Etats-Unis 7 836 8 719 9 

- Pays en developpement, dont : 43 375 42 389 42 
Koweit 8 485 8 221 6 
Libye 7 027 7 156 7 
Algerie 8 123 7 460 8 
Arabie Saoudite 5 747 5 376 6 
venezuela 2 478 2 305 2 
OPEP 37 402 35 669 34 
OPAEP 38 539 35 821 34 
CCG 14 598 13 981 1 3 

- Pays a commerce d'Etat, dont: 38 292 40 304 38 
U.R.S.S. 29 475 30 561 33 
Roumanie 6 158 6 405 2 
Pologne 322 644 
Tchecoslovaquie 860 1 036 

Source Statistiques du Commerce Exterieur de Ia Communaute 
(declarations en douane : nomenclature combinee) 
Feedstocks inclus 

688 
188 
883 

265 
551 
497 
915 
646 
934 
653 
868 
426 

994 
872 
386 
840 
543 

82 

variations 
1990/1988 

% 

+ 4,3 
- 5,2 
+ 68,0 
+ 16,7 
- 3,2 
+ 20,5 

+ 4,3 

- 11 • 2 
+ 18,8 

+ 4,3 

+ 23,3 
+ 38.1 
+ 26.1 

- 2,6 
- 22,8 
+ 6,7 
+ 9,8 
+ 15,6 
+ 18,4 
- 7,3 
- 9,5 
- 8,0 

+ 1 • 8 
+ 14,9 
- 61,3 
+160,9 
- 36,9 
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EUR-10/EUR12 - SOLDE NET IMPORTATEUR(EXPORTATEURl DES ECHANGES INTRA-COMMUNAUTAIRES ET 
DES ECHANGES AVEC LES PAYS TIERS A LA CEDE TOUS PRODUITS PETROLIERS 

Evolution de 1984 a 1990 

[;j 

en mi 1 1 ions de tonnes 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
EUR-10 EUR-10 EUR-12 EUR-12 EUR-12 EUR-12 

Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de Sol de 
intra- extra- intra- extra- intra- extra- intra- extra- intra- extra- intra- extra-

CE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE CE 

France 1 ,6 7,2 0,3 9,7 3,7 11 , 0 6,6 14, 1 5,9 11 , 3 7. 1 11 • 2 
Belgique/Luxembourg ( 0, 1) 3,4 0,8 3,9 0,8 2,6 0,6 0,2_ 0, 1 1 , 6 ( 1 . 0) 1. 2 
Pays-Bas (28,6) 8,7 (29,0) 12,8 (32,0) 11 , 6 (31 ,0) 11 , 0 (28,3) 9,0 (29,3) 9,3 
R.F.A. 21 , 3 12,0 24,9 13,3 31 , 1 13,5 29,2 12,6 24,5 10,2 23,5 9,2 
1 ta 1 i e ( 1 , 3) 20,5 ( 1 , 6) 22,6 (4,5) 18,3 ( 2, 4) 24,4 ( 1 , 2) 22,9 (0,3) 23,9 
Royaume-Uni 0,7 11 , 5 (2,4) 9,7 ( 3, 4) 8, 1 (4,9) 8,9 1.1 10. 1 0,5 10,0 
lrlande 2,8 0,3 2,6 0,2 3,6 0,4 2,9 0,2 2,5 0,0 2,4 0,2 
Danemark (0,0) 3,6 0,3 3,6 0,2 3,2 ( 0, 2) 3,3 (0,3) 2,4 (0,8) 2,2 
Grece (0,5) (0,4) (0,7) ( 0, 1 ) (0,2) (0,4) (0,7) (0,4) (0,5) (0,8) ( 1 , 0) (0,7) 
Espagne ( 6·, 8) 0,4 (4,7) 1, 4 (3,9) 0, 1 ( 3. 7) 0,3 
Portugal 1 , 2 0,3 1 , 4 0,2 1 . 1 0,4 1 '8 0,2 

EUR-10/EUR-12 
- feedstocks inclus(1) (4,0)* 66,9 (4,6)* 75,5 (6,3)* 68,9 (3,2)* 75,9 1 '0 67,4 (0,7) 67,0 
- feedstocks exclus(2) n.d.** 29,2 n.d.** 29,6 n.d.** 20,4 n.d.** 27,4 n.d.** 13,7 n.d.** 15,8 

Sources : (1) Statistiques du Commerce Exterieur de Ia Communaute et du Commerce entre ses Etats membres 
(declarations en douane : nomenclatures NIMEXE et combinee) -Feedstocks inclus 

(2) Donnees nationales (banque de donnees CRONOS de 1 'EUROSTAT) -Feedstocks exclus 

1990 
EUR-12 

Sol de Sol de 
intra- extra-

CE CE 

5,7 8,9 
0,6 1 ,6 

(26,4) 11 , 9 
23,2 9,5 
0,0 20,2 
2,2 1 2, 1 
2 7 0,2 

(0,7) 2,0 
(0,8) 0, 1 
( 3, 3) 0,4 

1 , 4 0,2 

4,7 67,2 
n.d.** 15,7 

* Erreur statistique : difference entre les declarations a I' importation et ·a I 'exportation au niveau intracommunautaire 
** n.d. : non disponible 
Note : Les donnees EUR-10/EUR-12 peuvent ne pas correspondre a Ia somme des donnees des Etats membres en raison des arron

dissements (donnees exprimees en tonnes dans Ia NIMEXE et Ia nomenclature combinee). 



'eriode : Annee 1990 

EUR-12 

Taus prod./tous usages 106 947 
en provenance des : 

-Pays tiers industria- 25 688 
I I ses, dont : 

AELE 13 188 
Etats-Unis 9 883 

-Pays en develop- 42 265 
pement, dont : 

Koweit 6 551 
Libye 7 497 
Algerie 8 915 
Arabie Saoudite 6 646 
Venezuela 2 934 

: 
OPEP 34 653 : 
OPAEP 34 868 

. CCG 13 426 

'-Pays a commerce 38 994 
d'Etat, dont : 

URSS 33 872 
Roumanie 2 386 

EUR-12- IMPORTATIONS DE PRODUITS PETROLIERS EN PROVENANCE 
DES PAYS TIERS PAR ETAT MEMBRE ET POUR EUR-12 

R.F.A.* France Ita 1 i e Pays-Bas Belg/LUX Roy.-Uni lrlande 

14 250 14 387 28 664 16 730 5 064 14 131 265 

5 000 3 767 5 851 2 674 612 3 427 8 

3 475 1 801 1 499 1 898 181 2 426 7 
1 343 1 563 3 088 550 289 777 1 

2 814 6 720 12 905 6 857 1 714 5 652 1 

234 601 1 935 1 982 70 275 -

481 949 2 509 170 343 1 995 -
1 247 1 294 2 413 1 485 144 1 469 -

249 1 862 2 476 732 238 465 -
167 211 45 1 628 641 167 -

2 452 5 130 10 317 6 045 1 610 4 613 1 
2 287 5 842 11 334 4 706 946 5 146 -

512 2 527 4 419 2 714 337 832 -

6 435 3 900 9 908 7 199 2 738 5 052 256 

5 061 3 424 8 619 6 504 2 558 4 692 254 
16 388 1 206 379 - 53 -

en mi II iers de tonnes 

Danemark Grece Espagne Portugal 

3 440 2 724 6 293 1 000 

1 933 313 2 003 99 

1 890 1 7 3 
43 237 1 938 55 

599 1 460 2 644 899 

514 569 323 48 
44 260 643 104 
20 7 445 389 
- 108 317 198 
- - 76 -

578 1 355 1 811 739 
598 l 384 1 861 764 
514 677 647 246 

908 951 1 646 2 

661 622 1 474 2 
- 198 146 -

- -- --

Source : StatistiQues du Commerce Exterleur de Ia Communaute (declarations en douane nomenclature combinee), feedstocks compris. 

* Non compris les importations en provenance de R.D.A. 

v, 
\) 
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EUR-10/EUR-12 - EVOLUTION DES IMPORTATIONS DE PRODUITS PETROLIERS PAR GRANDES ZONES ECONOMIQU~S E~ % 
DES IMPORTATIONS TOTALES PAYS TIERS. 

en cou~cen:~;e C%) 
-

EUR - 10 EUR-12 

1984 I 1985 1986 i '9~ 1988 1989 I 

::>ays industrialises 25,8 22,2 20,2 20,1. 20,3 20 19 .... .. . 
jcnt AELE 10,8 8,7 elo 9,9 9, 3* .. 1 0, i .. + 

Etats-Unis 6,6 6,5 9,7 7,9 716 R 1 
I ~~~ ...... i .. + .. . .... + ... 

Espagne 5,2 4,4 s. 0. s. 0. s. 0. s. c. 
I 
I 

?ays en developpement 39,3 45,1 41.,1 i 4 i, 8 42,3 L.. r; ~ 

I 
V 1' 

dO !'it Arabie Saoudite 3, 1 
I 

4 I 1 5,6 6,2 5,6 5, ~ 

Ko~o~eit 9,7 10,0 915 818 8,3 - ~ 

I 
( , 't 

OPEP 28,9 31.,9 36,8 35,1. 3615 3 4' ~ I 

_OPAEP ( .. ) 26,9 33,2 37,4 I 37,1. I 37,6 34,3 

I CCG 1312 1 51 1 16,3 I 1 5, 7 1 4, 2 1 3," I 
I i ::>ays a commerce d'Etat 34,9 32,7 35,7 3 7, 7 37,4 I 38, s I 

I 

; I I -L -------

So~rce 

(.: 
( ... ) , ......... ) 

Statistiques du Commerce Ext~r-!ur ce la Communaut~ et du Com~er:e e~:re ses Eta:s ~e~bres 
(Declarations en douane : nome-:lature NIMEXE et nomenclature comb1n~e:- =eeastocks co~pr1s. 

Egypte incLus. 
Portugal except~. 

s.o. : sans objet. 

1990 

2'- 10 

:2~3·· 

9,2 
.. .. + 

5. 0. 

39,5 

6,2 

6' 1 

32,<. 

32,6 

1 2, 6 

36, 5 

I 

I 

! 

u 
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EuR-10/EuR-12- ANALYSE )E L'EVOLuTlON DES !MPORTA7iQ\S D~ ~QODuiTS PETROLIERS 
DE PAYS ~iERS EN FONCTION DE LA POLIT;auE ~O~ANIERE. 

EUR-10 : uR- ·~ 2 

1984 1985 1986 I ·i 98 ;' 1988 ! 1989 

l!7:portat 1:ns e~~ectuees 
a droit nui. 

- pour traitement dfHini 
ou transformation 
c:-:imioue 

ccoro 
orefere,-..~ ·,e l s 

Importa:ions au titre 
du SPG 

Importations soumises 
aux droits normaux du 
i. 0. c . 

Importatic~s to:ales 
oays t1ers 

m1o 

59,8 

40,7 

~ 9, ~ 

1 6, 1 

I 18, 3 

94,2 

t 

I 
I 

f. 

63,5 

43,2 

20, 3 

1 7, 1 

19,4 

100,0 

! 

mio t I 

69,2 

49,2 

2C,: 

22,Ci 
I 
) 
I 

! 
1 L., 3] 

! 

: 0 5, 5 

' 
' 

% 

65,6 

46,6 

·. 9, o 1 

i 

20,8 

mio t [ 

64,0 

48, 1 

; 5' 0 

i 8, 3 

% 

63,0 

4 7, 3 

. (. ,;,..., 
. '~ 

i8,0 

~3,6 1 19,3 19,0 

·Jo,o/ 101,6 ~oc,o 

i 
mio t i % 

! 
' 
' i 

66, s·: 6'• :; . '-
I 

' I 
I 

! 
.:.8,<:.' 4 4, '7 

. '" 
u' 

2 2, 5 2 ·::,: 

1 9, 2 ~ 
. ; -; 

108, 2 ..._ ._,-

-~o t I 
l 

6 7, 5 

i 
~ 9, 5 

! 
I 

"8,~ 

. 8, ? 

•1 6, 3 

. ::!2, 5 

% 

65,9 

48,3 

; 7, 6 1 

18, 2 I 
! 

I 
I 
I 

1 5, 9 i 

~CO, Oj 
! 
I 

Source StatistiQues du Commerce Exterieur de La Co~~unaute et du Commerce entre ses :tats membres 
<Declarations en douane : nomenclature N!MEXE et nomenclature combineel - Fee:s:ocks compr1s . 

, 

I ~10 
. 
' i 

i8,6 

~ 9, 5 

. " " .""/,J 

1 Qi., 6 

% 

• 7' 3 

'8, 6! 

18, 2 : 

• ti ,..,, (,. j 
. vu,...;! 

I 
~ -......... 

"1"1._: 

J,- i 0 . % 
i 

2 2, 2 20,3 

':51 8 't.., 8 

2 5, ~ 23,4 

- v' ~ o.:::·, o 

• 

' 

! 

lb: 
i0 



EUR-10/EUR 12- EVOLUTION DE LA STRUCTURE DES IMPORTATIONS DE PRODUJiS DETROLIERS DE PAYS TIERS 

Eu; - • 2 

1 
198f., i 1987 1988 I 

--+---
i 

I 
20,7 

I 
1 9, 7 I 20,6 

I 

I 0,9 1, 0 I 0,8 ! I 

EUR - 10 - -~ 
. ~ I . 
' I 1985 . I 

1984 ----t 

I 
HuiLes Lege res 

0,8 

~ 6, 7 17,2 

:-lui L e s 0,6 moyennes 

f-;u i L e s Lourdes I 72,3 I 73,4 66,6 67,8 66,1. 

- gasoi L ( 2 3, 3) C26,6) C28,8l <28,2) ( 22,5) 

- fuel-oils (49,0) (46,8) C37,8l ( 39,6) (/.3,9) 

11 , 7 I i i , 5 i 2, i I 
Autres produits Cdont GPL I 

et coke de petrole) I 10,4 8,6 

Source Statistiques du Commerce exterieur de La Communaute et· du Commerce entre ses Etats memores 
(Declarations en douane : nomenclature NIMEXE et nomenclature comb1neel - ;eeostoc~s co~or,s. 

V"·; 

v~ 

er- oourcen~age 

"'!::'f 

1 9, 3 

1 , 0 

66,5 

<23,0) 

(I. 3, 5) 

13,2 

(%) 

·, 990 

·, 8, 8 

1 , 3 

65,9 

( 2 5, 2) 

( 1.0, 7) 

.11.,0 

h~· 
. -......... 



EUR 12 - IMPORTATIONS DE PRODUITS 0 ETPOLIERS EN DRQV~N~NCE DE PAYS TIERS 
VENTILEES PAR CATfGOR!E DE 0 RODUITS ET ET~i MEMBRE !MPOPTATEUR 

Comparaison Ann~e 1989 - Ann~e 1990 

en mlll1ons ce tonnes 

j EUR-12 RFA• J France I Italie Pays-Bas Belg!Luxi R.u. IrLanae Dane~ark Gr~ce Escagne Por:uga~ 
~ I 

1 . Traitement d~fin1/ 

Transformation 
chimique 

2. Autres usages 
989 I 

3. Tous produits/tous 
usages ( 1 + 2) dent: 
huiles Leg.& moyennes 
huiLes Lourdes 
Cgasoil+fuel oilsl 

1 . Traitement defini/ 
Transformation 
chimique 

41,5 i 7,3 l 3,7 

57,1 5,9 11,9 _______ l ________ -------
! 
I 

104,6 13,2 I 15,6 
<21,2) ( 4' 2) 

I 
( I; ' 1 ) 

I 
( 69' 5) ( 7' 2) ( 8' 9) 

I I 

I I 

1 43,9 5,6 2,8 

I •I 1 5 
i ( 0' 1) 

I, c 1 , 2 l 

i '0 
( 0, 9) 
(0,0) 

13,2 ~,4 I 2,9 8,6 - 0,8 1,2 3,5 0,9 
15,5 I 12,3 I 2,2 ' 5,5 0,3 2,6 1,5 I 2,8 0,1 

--------r--------~--------~------- ------- -------- ------~-------~--------· 
, I 

2. Autres usages 

990 I 3 . Tous produits/tous 
28,7 I 16,7 I s,·l ,~.,, o,3 3,4 2,1 6,3 ,,o 
<2,5) I C3,C)) : <0,2) I \2,9) (0,1) <1,0) <0,1) <2,1) I (0,8) 

usages ( 1 + 2) dont 106,9 14,3 I 14,4 
huiles Leg.& moyennes <21,4) <4,6) (4,0) 

I I 

I 
<22,2) j (12,2) (4,2) \9,2) CO,'t) C2,3l <2,3) C2,.1) C0,'1) 

huiles Lourdes (gasoi L 
I + fuel o i L s) C70,5l ( 8' 1) I <7' 8) 

I 

•) Importations en provenance de R.D.A. non comprises 
Source : Statistiques du Commerce ext~r1eur de La Communaut~ et au Commerce entre ses ~:ats ~e~~res 

<Declarations en douane : nomenclature combineel - ~eedstc:~s co8or's. 

V"j 

~ • " 

ltr:; 
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EUR-10/EUR-12 EVOLUTION GLOBALE OU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR DE PRODUITS PETROLIERS FINIS 

EUR-10 ! 
I 

1 98L. 
I 

1985 1986 1987 

i ·-
I 

I 
\- 1:-:-cortations 

tot ales de orodu~~s 

f ~ i ~ s ( * ) 145,8 145,3 164,8 164,6 

- Exportations totales 
de ~roduits finis ( .. ) 116,6 115, 7 144,4 137,2 

I 
i 
'l 

- l;,;:Jcrtat ions (exportations) 
ne~:es de produits finis 29,2 29,6 20,4 27,1. 

Source OSCE-Eurostat- SIRENE <donnees -.at'C~nlesl - •eedstoc<s e·c:~;.;s. 

J"l 

""' 

(*) E~hanges 1ntracommunauta1res ~cmpris. 

en millions de tonnes 

EUR-12 

1988 
I var~ations 1989 '990 

i990/1989 ' i 

I en % 
~-

I i 
' ' i 

' 
; 

' I I 152,6 i60,t.. 166,4 ' i 
i 

+ 
~, 

i 
' I 
I I ! 

i 
l 

138,9 

1 

1 SJ, 7 ... L., 2 144,6 

I I 13,7 15,8 ·. s, 7 - 0,6 
I i 

J I 

I 
' i 

I 
j 

·v: 
' ._;._. 



EUR-12- ~RTATIONS D~ PRODVITS PETRQllERS VENTILES PAR CATEGORIE DE PRQDUITS ET PRINCIPAUX PAYS TIERS DESTINATAIRES 
Evolution 1989 - 1990 

en r:11111ers de tonnes 

-inc I paux pays TOTAL 
c~s dest Ina- Hu I I OS legeres Huiles moyennes Gas-oil FueJ-o; IS Autres prooul ts Tous prodults petroliers 

;ires par 
·cro decrols-

I 
I I I I var lat. ;1t d' lmpor-

;:-:ce en 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 I 90/89 
) ~a I > 900. OOOT en % 

:ats-Unls 5 100 4 721 544 618 361 516 5 009 4 823 344 466 11 356 11 144 I - 1 '9 
_,sse 2 433 2 908 780 805 2 714 3 600 127 73 379 376 6 433 7 763 + 20,7 
..:ede 1 252 998 336 152 421 579 168 133 3'45 320 2 523 2 182 - 13,5 
..::-:Isle 44 3 126 139 236 415 481 985 70 95 957 1 637 + 71,1 
..:trlche 357 336 25 16 297 41 1 292 335 361 343. j 1 333 1 440 + 8,0 
;~ye 577 593 15 21 4 286 260 195 64 . 130 1 135 0' 4 - 60 . ' + 

.!."lada 500 186 462 289 34 15 323 41 3 2 
2 35; I 1 321 909 - 31 '2 

. ..;tres destlna. 1 477 2 084 2 328 1 845 2 387 2 307 4 060 4 928 2 270 12 524 13 516 + 7,9 

. -------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
·:;7AL EXTRA-CE 
~ ~~ t : 11 740 11 829 4 616 3 864 6 664 8 129 10 720 11 885 3 835 4 020 37 577 39 726 + 5,7 
'~ys tiers 
•.~dustrlalls6s 10 471 10 260 3 138 2 227 4 379 5 766 7 082 7 257 I 2 053 2 103 27 1 2 3 27 612 + 1 ,8 
ays en 

I .:::eveloppement 1 230 1 080 1 455 1 610 2 172 2 199 3 381 4 239 I 1 632 1 714 9 871 10 841 + 9,8 
'ays a commerce 
d'Etat 39 489 23 27 113 164 257 389 150 203 583 1 27 3 + 118' 4 

--------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
ays OPEP 747 686 404 275 427 394 937 750 489 410 I 3 003 2 51 5 - 16,3 

. ~ys OPAEP 675 610 266 267 490 778 1 392 1 71 3 i 462 513 3 285 I 3 881 • 18' 1 
. ays CCG 34 2 1 32 2 5 149 ' 68 1 75 89 I 260 ! 196 - 24,6 

i 

)iAL INTRA-CE 23 959 24 615 6 364 6 949 19 945 19 597 22 285121 413 i 8 246 8 163J 80 799 j 80 738 \ - 0' 1 
- ____ l__ - --- - -- - - - :-- --- - 1 ----~ 

-"~ce Statlstlques du Commerce Exterleur de •a Communaut6 (declarations en dO~i!no ~omenclature combln6e). 

..,., 
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Regime de formation des prix des prodults potrollers on vlgueur dans 

les Etats membres. 

Belqlaue 

Un contrat de programme fixe depuls le 1.8.1974 les prix de vente 

maxima aux consommateurs des prodults petrollers. Les prix sont 
d~termlnes par comparaison entre une valorlsatlon basso sur les 

cotatlons FOB Rotterdam et FOB M6dlterranee et le prix do revlent d'une 
tonne de p~trole brut rafflne sur le terrltolre national. 

La valorlsation ne peut s'ecarter de plus de 11% du prix de revlent et 
en g~n~ral ce sont les cotatlons lnternatlonales qui determlnent les 

prix maxima. Dans le calcul de ce prix sont prls egalement en 
consld~ratlon les coOts de stockage obllgatolre et les margas de 
distribution. 

Esoaqoe 

Actuellement 2 formules de prix determlnent les prix maxima (decret du 
6.7.1990) l'une pour los essences et les gasolls et !'autre pour les 
fuel-oils lourds; les prix des autres prodults 6tant llbres. 

Les prix maxima pour les essences et les gasolls sont calcules a partir 
des cotat!ons !nternatlonales FOB barges Rotterdam et FOB cargo Italy, 
et des prix hors drolts et taxes publl~s dans le bulletin patroller de 

Ia CEE de six pays (Belgique. Allemagne. France, italie, Pays-Bas et 
Royaume-Unl)_ Une marge d'aptatlon de 1 Peseta par litre est prise en 
consideration. Les prix maxima pour les 3 categories de fuel-oils 
!curds sont egalement fixes en fonctlon des cotatlons FOB barges 
Rotterdam et FOB cargo Italy et d'une marge qui differe solon Ia 
qua I I te des produ 1 ts. 

La reglementation en vlgueur depuls janvier 1989 permet de determiner 
un prix de base qui est un prix maximum auquel les rafflnerles d'Etat 
peuvent vendre leurs prodults aux dlstrlbuteurs. 

Dans le calcul 
cotatlons FOB 
t ran s po r t , I e 

entre -20 % 

de ce prix de base soot prls en consld~ratlon les 
ltalle (9/10), FOB Rotterdam (1/10). les coQts de 

coOt de stockage et le market trend qui peut fluctuer 

et +20% des cotatlons lnternatlonales prlses en 
consideration pour le calcul du prix de base. 

Portugal 

Un systeme en vlgueur depuls le 1er janvier 1991 determine un prix de 

vente maxima pour !'essence super plombee, le gasoll et le fuel-oil 
lourd > 1% S. Les prix des autres prodults ont ete llber~s-

Les prix maxima sont flx~s a partir des prix hors drolts et taxes 
pub I i~s dans le bullet In p~troller de Ia CEE de cinq pays (Belgique, 
Allemagne, France, Danemark et Espagne). Un facteur de correction de 
2 Escudos par 11 tre est pr Is en consideration. 
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Types de prodults Belgique Donemork All emogne Grece Espogne France lrlonde Ito II e Luxembourg 

Essence super plombee 391 366 450 259 429 466 396 591 273 

Essence sons plomb 338 284 401 200 390 413 362 551 246 

Gosoil outomobl le 269 222 ( 1) 266 206 288 243 291 406 155 

Gosoi I chouffoge - 222 (1) 39 159 77 52 49 406 -

Fuel oil lourd (2) - 250 (1) 15 46 13 20 10 58 13 
~-- ~- ~ ~- ---

(1) L'occise est recuperee par les consommoteurs ossujetis a Ia TVA. 

(2) A Ia tonne. 

Toux minima en oppl icotion a porti r du 111/1993 (selon accord du Consei I ECO.FIN de juin 1991). 

Essence super 337 ecus I 1000 I it res 
Essence sons plomb 287 ecus I 1000 I it res 
Gosoi I outomobi le 245 ecus I 1000 I it res 
Gosoi I chouffoge 0 
Fue I oi I lourd 13 ecus I Tonne 

Pays-8os Portugal 

497 511 

436 443 

210 341 

53 -

24 79 
~- ... ~ ~-

Royoune-Un I 

388 

327 

319 

19 

13 
-------- -

() 
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TAU)CDE lVA'".EN·APPliiCATON AU 1.4 .• 1992:": 

Types de produits Belgique Donemork All emogne Grece Espogne France Irlonde I to I i e 

Essence super plombee 19,50 25.00 14.00 36.00 13.00 18.60 21.00 19.00 

Essence sons plomb 19.50 25.00 14.00 36.00 13.00 18.60 21.00 19.00 

Gas oil automobile 19.50 25.00 14.00 8.00 13.00 18.60 21.00 19.00 

Gas oil chouffoge 19.50 25.00 14.00 8.00 13.00 18.60 12.50 19.00 

Fuel oi I lourd 19.50 25.00 14.00 8.00 13.00 18.60 12.50 9.00 
---·----

Toux minimum de TVA en application au 1.1. 1993. 

15% sur !'ensemble des produits petroliers (selon accord du Conseil ECOF!N de juin 1991). 

Luxembourg Pays-8os 

15.00 18.50 

6.00 18.50 

15.00 18.50 

6.00 18 .. 50 

6.00 18.50 
·-

Portugal 

16.00 

16.00 

5.00 

-

5.00 

Royal.llle-Uni 

17.50 

17.50 

17.50 

-

17.50 

(\ 

w 



CLEAN A I R ACT 

~loan Air~-

L"adoptlon aux Etats Unls par lo Pr6sldont 13ush dos ,,mondcmonts au 

Clean Air Act on novembro 1990 ost uno ctaoo majeure d;:~ns Ia 

16glslat lort amcrlcalno pour Ia protoctlon do l"onvlronnomont. Sa 
portco est toile qu'll n'ost pas posslblo do Ia resumer 

succlntomont. On pout n6anmolns mottro on oxorguo quo cotto lol 

Impose au nlvoau federal do::: conditions pour I;~ production ot Ia 

vonto do carbur;:~nts propros. destines a r6duiro los omissions do 

vapours d'ossonco par evaporation ou Iars du romplissago des 

volturos z.lnsl quo los emission::~ polluantos des ga:z: d'ccttappcmont 
procursours do lz. formation d'ozono. do CO ot ;:~utros substances 

toxlques. La lol couvro 7 domalnos: Smog urbaln. sources mobiles. 
substances toxlquos d;:~ns l'alr, plulos acldos. chlorofl~ocarboncs, 

pormis d'explolt;:~tlon ot contr6los. 

Au nlveau des carburants. touto uno s6rlo do specifications sora 

lmposoo : 

pour lo carburant diesel. a partir du lor octobro 1993, toneur 

m;:~x lm.alo on soufro do O,OSX ot un r.ombro do c6tano suo6r lour 

a 40. 

pour l'o:>sonco, Ia volatlllte dovra titre rodulto a un maximum 

do G4hP3 pendant los saisons a formation 61ov6o d'ozono ot coci 

a partir do 1992 Incorporation obliQatolro d';:~ddltifs 

detergents dans !'essence (janvier 1995). Dans los :z:onos 

dopassant los concentrations llmitos -d'ozono. uno essence 

roformuloo sora lmpos6o ot dovra tJtro oxclusivcmont mise on 

vente. II s'aQit ossontiolloment d'uno ossonco contenant au 

molns 2X d'oxygeno. 1X maxlmwn do benzene. uno falbio 

volatlllto ot un taux limito do 25X on . .aroroatlquos. Pour los 
:z:ones dopass;:~nt ·los tonours I lmltos do co. actuol lemont dans 41 

ville:>. Ia teneur on oxygene pendant Ia salson ttlvernalo, 

c'ost-a-dlro au maxlmwn 4 mots. devra tltro d'au molns 2,7X. 

Cotto condition est a respecter des novombro 1992 ot pourralt 
concornor un tiers do Ia dcmando totalo d'osscnco. 



'· ~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~ 

OPEC's foreign ref_~~__llQldings: sltuatlo!} as at Se.Qtcmber 15! 1991 
(in 1nillion b/t1) 

Numbe~ 

~-~_!lt_G Euro~ USA Othflf Toto\ 

1- 'l'otal overl'le![t:_ retiner_y 

in!,ere•t• ~e} 
Abu Dhabi 2 290 000 290 Ooo 
IraQ 1 10 000 10 000 

lren 1 1 l 4 700 11 4 700 
KUWAit 3 232 500 232 500 
Libyc 3 26<, 000 265 000 

SeuOi ~n•bi& 5 625 000 265 000 690 Ooo 
v.,n.,:zuelll 13 546 000 719 000 820 0~0~ 2 087 ooo 

Tottll 28 1 335 500 1 3H 000 209 7 0 3 889 2oo 
2- Co!)trollf\6 q~r in"!:X 

COJ?:!ICity {b} 
J'.bu Dhabi 

IrAQ 1 10 000 10 ooo 
Iran 
Kuw&it 3 232 500 232 600 
Liby& 3 265 000 265 000 
Sau61 1\.rebio 3 625 000 625 000 
Venezuelo ll 262 000 719 000 500 OQ0 l 481 Ooo 

'I'otol 21 759 500 1 34«: 000 510 000 2 253 Ooo 
3- Deliveries of OPEC 

cnJdc: oil ~cl 
)..bu Dhabi 2 eo ooo 80 Ooo 
IraQ l 10 000 10 ono 
lren "~ 000 48 ooo 
Kuue1t 3 230 000 2JO 000 
Libya 3 165 000 185 Ooo 
Seu6i Ar.,.bi" 5 600 000 250 obo 650 Ooo 
V~ne.:uela 12 175 000 4?5 000 200 oco eso ooo 

Total 27 670 000 1 075 000 606 obo 2 253 QQO 

----
( 6) .All foreign refinery intere&tQ or OPEC member countries. 1nclu01no 1ninor:ity holc:H~os. 
(b) Retinez:-ica5 in ~hich An OPEC country has a ho16ina or 501;; or more. 
(c) lnclu~ina ewap£ an~ t~mporery cru~e supply arranoements with thir6 pertie•-
(~) Rerinerie11 at Freeport. t}ehMnll& _ c1o&e6 (SOO 000 b/6) end Curacao (320 000 

b/6) on leelle. 

Sources: f'icureo an~ estimates by PETROSTRATEO!ES 
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